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GU Students Battle
Operation Rescue

Onthe March

Proposes Bans

30 Women Escorted to Abortion Clinics

On Scholarships

Rescue protested outsideabortion clinics in Wichita, KS for over two weeks.

By Suzanne Lieberman
HOYA Staff Writer

tions past members of the pro-life
organization Operation Rescue National at clinics downtown in order to

Staff Writer

In a controversial decision that could affect thousands
of minority students, the U.S. Department of Education

"give an abortion to every woman who
wanted one," according to Julie
McKenna (CAS '92), one of the par-

last month issued a proposal that would prohibit feder-

ally-funded universities from funding race-exclusive
scholarships with their own resources.
The proposal, which comes at a time when the department is conducting a comprehensive review of racebased student financial aid programs, seeks to determine
the circumstances under which colleges may "offer raceexclusive scholarships, or other scholarships designed to

ticipants in the event.
The pro-choice advocates, who in-

cluded students Catina Alexander
(CAS '95), Sarah Flanagan (SFS '94)

create diversity, without violating. . . Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964," according to the Federal
Register.
The statute, which has traditionally been used as a
means of fighting racial discrimination, states that "no
person in the United States shall, on the grounds of race,
color or national origin, be excluded from participation,
be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving financial
Federal assistance."

John Russ/T he HOYA

Pro-life supporters gather on the Mall on Wednesday for a rally before marching through the
District in opposition to Roe v. Wade’s 19th anniversary.

* On the 19th anniversary of Roe v. Wade, both

pro-life and pro-choice supporters took to the
streets of Washington to voice their opinions
on the subject of abortion. Several pro-choice
students from Georgetown faced off against
demonstrators downtown during Wednesday's
Right to Life March.

John Bertak, a spokesperson for the department.
According to the Federal Register, "scholarship"
means "any financial aid, including loans and graduate
fellowship programs."
Critics said the department's proposed policy was
of a political

maneuver,

however,

than

Archbishop Protest

March for Life

a legal

See story, p. 3

clarification.

* Archbishop John Cardinal O’Connor of New
York, an ardent pro-life supporter, delivered a
homily at Catholic U. Tuesday night, despite a
host of protestors disrupting his speech both
inside and outside the basilica. GU President
Leo J. O’Donovan, SJ, under fire for the GU
Choice decision, did attend the event.
See story, p. 3

"In the early '80s, they read the law very differently,"
said one education lobbyist. "[Race-exclusive scholarships] were consistent with Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act. The law hasn't changed, it's the politics that have
changed," he said.

Students Voice Opinions

If the proposal was implemented, colleges would still
sity-funded scholarships as long as it was not a condition
of eligibility for the application.
Colleges would also be allowed to retain the choice to
consider a whole set of factors -- including race -- in their
efforts to attract minority students. Race-exclusive scholarships sponsored by private donors would not be
affected by the department's proposal.
According to a survey by the American Council on
Education, four-year colleges grant race-exclusive schol-
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arships to an estimated three percent of all minority
students to increase campus diversity.
To protect the estimated 45,000 students who now
receive race-exclusive scholarships, the department's
rules will not take effect until 1995. Students who are

presently freshmen in high school would be the first ones
to be affected.
During the four-year moratorium, the education department will help universities adapt their financial aid
policies to meet the new requirements.
"None of the[se] 45,000 students. . . will lose their
scholarships,” Bertak said.

I

'90, MED '94) in another publication.
At the forum Wednesday evening, Colette
Magnant, M.D., a member of the three-person

committee in charge of the investigation, said

school in light of recent allegations of sexism

J.D., chief counsel for the medical school, and

. and discrimination.
At a meeting of the Georgetown chapter of the
American Medical Women's Association
(AMWA) and an open forum held for female

examining the specific allegations made in FughBerman's article.

But lobbyists for private universities, who view the
proposal as a setback for affirmative action programs,
said they wanted to weaken the proposed regulations.
Richard F. Rosser, president of the National Associa-

tion of Independent Colleges and Universities (NAICU),
said in a press release that "the new regulations, if put

into effect, will dismantle most of the very effective
See SCHOLARSHIPS, p. 3

assigned to investigate the sexism charges shared

some of their findings and answered several
questions from those attending.
The meetings were scheduled after the end of
the first phase of the investigation ordered by
John Griffith, M.D.,

medical school executive

dean, to look into charges of sexual discrimination brought by Adriane Fugh-Berman, M.D.
(MED '88). Fugh-Berman made her charges in
an article in the Jan. 20 issue of The Nation, and

her concerns followed similar complaints lodged

harassment

of

ments at the clinics.’

Fearing that similar incidents would
occur in Washington this week, prochoice advocates mobilized themselves
into what are known as "clinic defenses," according to McTaggart. She
said groups organized hours before
appointments at clinics began, meet-

nus Manny Hidalgo (SFS '91), turned

(NOW) offices on 16th and K Streets.
There, she said volunteers were assigned to clinics, including a Planned
Parenthood facility and clinics on 22nd

early

Tuesday

and

Wednesday

morning and escorted about 30 women
into the clinics.
McTaggart and McKenna, the two
founders of GU Choice, said they
participated in the demonstrations independent of their abortion discussion
group, which has caused much controversy on campus and sparked a canon
lawsuit against the university.
Operation Rescue is targeting abor-

tion clinics in Washington in conjunction with the city's annual March For

and O and 22nd and L streets.
The primary objective of the clinic
defenses is "to set up human corridors
[using] trained escorts [and] most im-

portantly, to keep appointments and
keep the doors [of the clinics]
cured," according to McTaggart.

se-

McTaggart and McKenna said members of the pro-life group were "pushing, shoving, and charging at women, "

Life this week, which coincides with

and showing pictures of fetuses aborted

the 19th anniversary of the Supreme

in late stages of pregnancy.
"It's a bunch of hyperbolic language," said Alexander of Operation
Rescue's tactics.

Court's decision to legalize abortion
in Roe v. Wade.
In highly publicized demonstrations
last summer, members of Operation

See RESCUE, p. 3

Facts at the Med School

Georgetown Med School

Teaching Faculty* Breakdown
By Gender

she and fellow committee members Julie Adelson

Ray Mitchell, M.D., had spent the past week
Magnant said the committee hired a statistician to compile data on the distribution of men
and women faculty in the medical school, as well
as the proportion of male and female applicants
accepted every year. "We wanted objective data
to prove or disprove facts," Magnant said.
"The representation of women on the [med
school] faculty has been increasing over the
years, " according to Rosemary Diaw, who coordinates affirmative action employment programs

for the university.
* While Diaw said there were "individual [mediSee MED CENTER, p. 3

Men

Women

4

Full Professor

64

Associate Professor

10

34

Assistant Professor

4

7

12

10

Instructor

*Tenured faculty members as of Sept. 1991
Statistics courtesy of GU Med Center
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against the school by Christine Chansky (CAS

Female students in the Georgetown Medical
School Wednesday received a chance to air their
grievances about the status of women at the

students later that day, members of a committee

physical

women as the protestors tried to convince them to cancel their appoint-

ing between 5:30 and 6 a.m. at the
National Organization for Women

The

Statistics Show Few F emale Faculty With Tenure
By Anne Pierson
HOYA Staff Writer

including

Female Professors:

On Charges of Sexism

be allowed to consider race in the allocation of univer-

were marked by incidents of violence,

Duncan Ireland (SFS '94) and Kelli
McTaggart (CAS '92), as well asalumout

The Department of Education interpreted this statute
of the Civil Rights Act as "prohibit[ing] race from being
the sole factor in attributing a scholarship," according to

more

According to Alexander, the rallies

Eighteen Georgetown students
helped escort women seeking abor-

By Anne Dias
HOYA

January 24, 1992
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Blood Drive Offers
Hope During Shortage

Secret Society Begins Expansion
Members of 'The Hill' Find New Recruits on East Coast

Student Donations Bolster Blood Banks
By Julia Hill and Sarah Thiemann
HOYA

Staff Writers

In response to a sudden blood shortage in the DC area, the American Red

Cross and the Georgetown University
Hospital held an emergency blood
drive Monday in the Leavey Center
conference room.
Members of the Alpha Phi Omega
(APO) service fraternity volunteered
to organize the event, which attracted
90 donors who each gave one pint of
blood, according to Jeff Maher (CAS
'93), a fraternity member. Maher said

the event was "overwhelmingly suc-

HOYA

gery, Sandler said, but recently GU
Hospital has been operating on a one-

men become accustomed to university

According to Sandler, there is usu-

life, has decided to expand its membership to other campuses, sources

ally a shortage of blood at blood banks
after the holiday season. "People tend

within the group said this week.
The society, which was founded at

to be too busy [to give blood] in the
Christmas

and New

Year

expected annual

time,''

Georgetown last summer, has set up
affiliates at three other East Coast

he

shortage of

chapters at Emory University in At-

January for all these surgical procedures.
Because of the particularly low blood
supply this year, several area hospitals

‘chapters will be approximately the
same size as the group at Georgetown
-- 10 to 15 upperclassmen and ap-

have postponed some elective surger-

ter, according to the Georgetown members.
The founding members of the

[because of sudden illness], '' he said.
Furthermore, people who fought in

the Gulf War have been prohibited

were detected in servicemen after the

that this problem did not extend to

service at GU Hospital, also said he

war, according to Sandler.

Georgetown. "Very few surgeries have
been postponed as of now" at the GU
Hospital, he said.
Because of the severe shortage this
year, Georgetown student volunteers
and donors said they were especially

blood in stock for three days of sur-

colleges, according to the group's three
founding members. The Hill now has

blood was compounded this year by a
Kevin Haggard/The HOYA
flu epidemic across the nation, Sandler
Dr. S. Gerald Sandler of the Georsaid. "Many regular donors are not
able at the last minute to give blood getown University Hospital.

cessful,” because original estimates
had predicted a turnout of only 50
donors.
S. Gerald Sandler, M.D., thenewlyappointed director of the blood donor
was enthusiastic about the drive's 90pint draw.
Sandler, however, said he remained
concerned about the blood shortage in
the area. Hospitals usually keep enough

Staff Writer

The Hill, a coeducational secret society on campus that helps underclass-

day blood supply.

said.
The

According to one member,

By Michael Tedeschi

from donating blood because they may
be carrying threatening parasites in
their bloodstreams, some of which

Sandler said the blood shortage also
stemmed

from the large number

of

people who schedule elective surgery
during the winter holidays. According
to Sandler, there is often not enough

blood on hand during December and

ies, Sandler said. He add>d, however,

See BLOOD, p. 3

lanta, the University of Richmond and
Bowdoin College in Maine. The new

proximately four recruits each semes-

Georgetown chapter first described
the Hill to the university community
in a Nov. 15 article in THE Hoya, in
which they explained the group's phi-

losophy of finding troubled but talented

young

students

and

bringing

them together through a network.

the new

organizations are led by friends and
acquaintances of the Georgetown
founders. He said he felt friends of
Georgetown Hill members leading
chapters at other schools would "convey
the proper image of the Hill at [other]
universities"

Hill members on other campuses
will keep their membership secret,
following the tradition at Georgetown,
the member said.
The goals of the club's expansion
were to "create a strong link [among
students] on the East Coast and then to
move West, '' said the group member.

Other members of the group added
‘that they felt making the Hill more.
geographically diverse would allow

cils

like

the

one

that

runs

the

Georgetown chapter, they will be op-

erated "with the understanding that
Georgetown will be the figurehead [of

the group] since it is the founding
point'' of the organization, according

to the member. All chapters of the Hill
would have to consult Georgetown
members about important Hill issues,
the members said.
In addition,

all society

members

will travel to Georgetown at least once
a year to consult with members from

around the country about the Hill's
ideological direction.

"This is a good way to keep a bond
with the people who are running [the
Hill on other campuses], a way to keep

tight,'' said another member.

"It is

new members to learn more about
otherareas of the country, and provide
more personal connections for stu-

also a way to keep abreast of recruits
and events, '' said a third Hill member.
The members said they hoped all

dents after graduation.
They claimed the expanded scope of

Hill groups would keep friendship and
assistance to those in need as their

the Hill would serve as a "network. .
. to give a closeness, even if someone
leaves the Georgetown area. . . so that
‘the group can help [students] ina more
localized way."'

main goals. "The key is the trust we
have among ourselves, '* said the first

While the new chapters will have
one-to-three-person leadership coun-

member. Members also said they hoped
that no recruits or members would
abuse their connections within the Hill
to foster ill will among university
populations.

Page 2, THE HOYA

Students Air Grievances
The

women; among the 44 tenured associate professors, there are 10 females.

The only category in which women
outnumber
men in the teaching faculty is in the category of instructors.
According to the report,

12 women

and 10 males are employed as instructors.

Among
admissions
students in
of 1990-91
two to one

medical school students,
statistics showed that male
the current entering class
outnumber females by a
margin. Out of 201 total

enrolled students, only 65, or 32.5
percent of the class, is female.

dent of the medical student council,
said her organization was debating a

series of proposals on how to respond
to and improve the situation of women
in the medical school.

While some female students said
they had been victims of discrimination, other participants at Wednesday's
meetings said they found that, overall,
Georgetown offered a fine and fair
learning environment for both sexes.

Many women at the meetings said
they hoped the sexism issue would not

Magnant said she felt the "administration was truly sincere in trying to look
into [the sexism issue]."
Griffith assured the female students
that he was serious about the charges.

"I have talked to the university presi-

outlet for women in medicine.

At the AMWA's forum, first- and
second-year female medical students

THE INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS FRATERNITY

this Sunday
Beginning at 3:00 p.m.

be brushed aside or handled lightly
once the initial hype over FughBerman's article blew over.

Several of the council's proposals

center on the need for a strong personal support system and discussion

Super Bowl XXVI

dent," he said in his address before the

students. "This is not trivia. This is
serious."

po
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According to Magnant, the second
phase of the investigation will attempt
to solicit student input on the atmosphere for women in the medical
school.
Elise Desperito (MED '93), presi-

pant.

A—N

ber of females. Of the 68 tenured full
professors in the school, only four are

said.

"IfI were to fight everything, I'd be
fighting all the time, " said one partici-

invite you to

N

members at the medical school continues to significantly outweigh the num-

view them and offer his recommendations by early next week, Magnant

educations at

BIG SCREEN TV
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According to the released statistics,

however, the number of male faculty

The committee's findings have been
reported to Griffith, who would re-

their

T T—

tinue to increase."
Diaw added that Georgetown's figures were relatively competitive with
other medical schools nationwide.

had affected
Georgetown.

A

under-represented, " she said that, with
the increase in female applications and
admissions, "the numbers will con-

Magnant discussed allegations about
an elective urology class mentioned in
Fugh-Berman's article that was supposedly closed to females. Magnant
said this was also under investigation.

1992 BSN
STUDENTS.

—

are

a

cal] departments where women

openly discussed how discrimination

T

breakdowns of medical school classes,

N

In addition to presenting statistical

MED CENTER, from p. 1
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Investigation Into Sexism Allegations Underway
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will soon be
interviewing freshmen and
sophomores in SBA for the
Spring '92 Pledge Class.
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come to

"Meet the Chapter"
Monday, January 27
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during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship

at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
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while you serve your career.
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Pro-Choice Supporters
Challenge Opponents
Marchers Take to Streets on Anniversary
By Suzanne Lieberman
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They demonstrated with signs, photographs of aborted fetuses and verbal

Staff Writer

arguments against the relatively small

The 70,000 people taking part in the
annual March For Life at the Capitol

contingent of pro-choice advocates,

who were prevented from marching
by the police.

Wednesday encountered opposition for
the first time, as 2,000 pro-choice
advocates formed a counter-demonstration against them. The pro-life
marchers were demanding the reversal

The three-hour-long rally included
chants

——
A

abortion,

"Stop the church, stop the state, let us
decide our fate" from the pro-choice

decision.

——

yes,

has got to go" from the marchers and

of the Supreme Court's Roe v. Wade
ruling on the 19th anniversary of the

a

such as "Life,

no" and "Hey hey, ho ho, Roe v. Wade

side.

The pro-life advocates assembled
their rally at 6th and Constitution
Streets at 11:45 a.m. and were allowed to begin marching at noon,
while the smaller number of counterdemonstrators organized themselves
unofficially at 11 a.m. on 7th and
Constitution streets.
Community service organizations,
church groups, elementary schools,
high schools, pro-life organizations
and families with natural and adopted
children converged on D.C. from states
such as Rhode Island, Pennsylvania,
Virginiaand several Midwestern states.

The
chance

Supreme Court will have a
to reconsider Roe v. Wade

when it rules on a pending case in
which it will review a set of restrictive
Pennsylvania abortion laws. That state
currently requires, among other restrictions, that women wait 24 hours
from the time they learn they are
pregnant before they have an abortion, according to a Jan. 23 article in

the Washington Post.
The Supreme Court announced Tuesday it will hear oral argument on the
case and deliver a decision by the
beginning of the summer.

After the rallies disbanded,

about

40 pro-choice advocates met at 5:15
p.m. at the fountain outside Union

Abortion Activists Protest Archbishop

Station and organized their own march

to the Hyatt Hotel near the Capitol,
where Senator Jesse Helms (R-NC)
was expected to speak at the Rose

Dinner, which was planned to celebrate the success of the day's march.
Georgetown students who protested

included Catina Alexander (CAS '95)
and Tyler Sterkel (SLL '95), who said
they participated to protest Helms'
conservative views about abortion and

minorities.
The pro-life advocates, many of
whom had attended Archbishop John
Cardinal O'Connor's Mass For Life
and other March For Life events, were
staying at the Hyatt and came out of

their rooms to meet their opposition,
creating a smaller confrontation similar to the one earlier that day.

Alexander said she was pleased that
the pro-life group Operation Rescue's
actions were "minimalized," and she
said she was "happy for the pro-life
people [at the day's events] who were
anti-Operation Rescue. "

Alexander said Queer Nation, a gay
rights group, strongly supported the
pro-choice counter-demonstrators at
the March for Life events because
"gay and lesbian groups know what
it's like to have no choice. . . . As a
woman and a lesbian I feel double

oppression," she added.

O’Donovan, Hickey Show Support for Pro-Life Advocate O’Connor
The underlying objective of the mass

By Suzanne Lieberman
HOYA Staff Writer

which followed 30 minutes of hymns

About 25 demonstrators, including
10 Georgetown students, protested
Tuesday night outside the National
Shrine of the Immaculate Conception

as Archbishop John Cardinal O'Connor
delivered his annual National Prayer
Vigil for Life inside as part of this
week's March for Life activities.
Busses of pro-life advocates, coming primarily from Missouri, Kansas
and Florida, arrived at the basilica

around 6 p.m. to attend the 8 p.m.
mass, in which O'Connor, Archbishop
James Cardinal Hickey and Leo
O'Donovan,
SJ, president
of

Georgetown University were to participate.
Catina Alexander (CAS '95), amem-

ber of Oppression Under Target (OUT)
and Georgetown's Gay and Lesbian
Student Alliance (GALSA), joined the

groups Queer Nation and Church Ladies For Choice in a protest before the
services began, standing on the steps

outside the entrance to the basilica to
demonstrate against "being the target
of Hickey's and O'Connor's wraths, "

she said.
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Students Defend Abortion Clinics

le

The clinic "defenders"

said they

believed the incidents were definitely
confrontational. "They say [they] persuade; I [would] say [they] harass,"
McTaggart said. McTaggart and

it was important "to teach them what is

talk with the pro-life demonstrators.
When Terry said outside the clinic
that his mother had gotten pregnant

tering Operation

and nurtured him when he "could have
just been aborted, " Hidalgo heated up
the pro-choice side of the debate by
saying that not every woman could be
as fortunate as his mother in terms of
the financial and emotional resources
needed to raise a child, McKenna said.
One
large
contingent
of

strators' behavior as "needless harassment."
McTaggart said that although she

heard reports of 700 members of Operation Rescue attacking the clinics on
Tuesday, the situation "was not as
crazy as the hype." On Tuesday, all
three targeted clinics in the DC area
remained open and the majority of the
Operation Rescue members were
quickly arrested by police, according
to McKenna.
On Wednesday morning, however,
McKenna said members of Operation
Rescue were grouped more tightly
around clinic entrances, with more of

Wednesday's 70,000 right to life demonstrators were Catholic schoolchildren from kindergarten through the
12th grade, who said they were bused
into Washington from all over the

country. They filled the majority of
the seats at Tuesday's Mass for Life at

said they

the National Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception. [See story, p. 3.]
According to McKenna, when members of the clinic defenses asked Tuesday why so many young children were

were assigned to the clinic on 22nd

brought to the demonstration, espe-

and O streets, and aheated debate on

cially in the cold weather, Terry said

their supporters participating in the
blockades.
Hidalgo

and McKenna

right at an early age."

ics

the basilica.

"We are here to celebrate human life
[and to] protect the child unborn,"

The seven demonstrators, who be-

longed to one of the organizations

Hickey began. The annualmass served
as a prelude to the annual March For
Life the following day, according to
Alexander.
O'Connor's homily began with
"Well, here I am again," for which the
church gave him a standing ovation.
O'Connor said because his membership in pro-life organizations runs out in
November, this would be his last opportunity to deliver his annual pro-life

demonstrating outside, were arrested.

After their arrest, everyone in the
church stood and again applauded.
"Those folks are clearly, deeply
pained, but hopefully one day they
will join us in the cause of life,"
O'Connor said. "They, too, were made

in the image of Christ and God loves
them very much."

During his homily, O'Connor reiterated his strong opposition to abortion and what he said was the

argument.
"You seem depressed tonight, yet
you have everything to be jubilant
about," he said. "Do what you believe
God wants you to do."
"Each human being is sacred and
intended to be the temple of almighty
God," he continued, "and every infant
that comes

from

the hand

of God

government's support of it. He said he

supported women's liberation but that
women were not yet liberated.
O'Connor ended his speech by saying,

"likeness of Christ,”
"rejecting Christ."

and

is

the divine, " he said. At the same time,
seven pro-choice advocates held up a

Rescue

rallies, and

Court decisions on parental consent

but the whole world

who has turned against human life and

pointed that "Georgetown students are

still isolated from grass-roots actions. "

NAICU.

SCHOLARSHIPS, from p. 1

majority of conservatives onthe bench,

affirmative action programs used by
90 percent of private colleges and
universities to create diversity on campus -- minority scholarships awarded

Roe

v.

McKenna

Wade

may

be

overturned,

and Alexander

said they

were frightened.
"Even if Roe v. Wade doesn't
get
overturned, people won't realize that

[the severity of the current regulations
in Pennsylvania and Virginia] will be
equally dangerous if not [more dangerous] as the decision to make abortion illegal again,'' McKenna said.
Alexander said she believed that "in
terms of legislation, it is not in the

interest of politicians to overturn Roe
v. Wade. . . It would be political
suicide [since] most major cities are
pro-choice," she said.

dents."
Although scholarships reserved for
minorities constitute less than three

cording to Wilcher.

VAN ESCORT

BLOOD, from p. 1
pleased with their efforts to increase
the area's blood supply.

“I think it is a great opportunity to

of gender-exclusive scholarships, ac-

give life. It is such a simple thing and
it only hurts a little bit,"'* donor Eric
Schweiger (CAS '94) said.
Jennifer Stiver (SBA '92), who
turned 21 on Saturday, said, "I wanted
to give someone else the chance to

The education department will consider public comments on the proposal

percent of the $4 billion in aid given

from interest groups and universities
until March 7, when the policy will be
reviewed. Despite fierce lobbying from
private universities, the proposal is

celebrate their 21st birthday."
Blood drive organizers said the hos-

pital and the American Red Cross will
work with APO in the future to sponsor'monthly bloéd drives on campus.

unlikely to be modified. "We don't
expect “much of ‘a’ change in policy
guidance," Bertak said.

(y OU)
)

e
(Georgetown’s Service Fraternity)

statutes have consistently been interpreted in the same way, the
reinterpretation of Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act could lead to a restriction

by private colleges and universities
each year, Rosser said they were "an
important factor in encouraging minorities to attend college and graduate
school."
In addition, the restrictions on race-..
specific scholarships in the Department of Education proposal could set

Pints of Blood

Since racial and gender civil rights

to undergraduates and graduate stu-

ce

Alpha Phi Omega’s

Students
Donate 90

a precedent for other exclusive scholarships. "This policy has far broader
implications than is understood," said
Shirley Wilcher, a spokesperson for

requirements for minors seeking abortions and the possibility that, with a
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will drive you safely to your off-campus home.
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The van leaves Lauinger steps at 11:00 p.m.,

midnight, and 1:00 a.m., beginning Sunday
January 26th.
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January 23-25, 29. 31
8 p.m. at Poulton Hall, Stage III
Tickets $7/$5
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With A Special Performance By
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She said she was sure this week's
counter-demonstrations would affect
decisions
about
abortion
at
Georgetown because of its pluralism
and freedom of expression. However,
Alexander also said she was disap-

"Abortion is not simply the word of

Minority
Scholarships

of abortion

the demonstration.

McKenna said she felt pro-choice
advocates had been effective in counthat no more clinic raids by the group
would be attempted during the March
for Life week.
In regard to the pending Supreme

darkness

Georgetown students had been part of

in effect

mock crucifixion of women and proclaimed, "Christ died for the sins of
man. Women shouldn't have to."

"the

only be overcome by hope."
Alexander said she was happy prochoice advocates had "made their presence felt" at the mass and that

made in the image of Christ of the
womb of Mary."
O'Connor said the real tragedy of
abortion was rejecting each baby's

an individual,

DON’T WALK HOME ALONE

cn

other demonstrator held a canister of
tear gas in his hand, which was aimed
at pro-life supporters in the front of

about the sacredness of life and immaculate conception.

series of chants, including "Pro-life,
that's a lie, you don't care if women
die." In addition, OUT sponsored a

a

a zr meco

Tr

md PS

pA

~~

i

a

Alexander characterized the demon-

political views and tactics spontaneously arose at the site between Hildago
and Operation Rescue head Randall
Terry, who McKenna said arrived to

sign in the front of the basilica that
read "Keep Abortion Legal," and an-

was stated in Hickey's opening prayer,

The pro-choice groups delivered a

RESCUE, from p. 1
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promising students — from various
socioeconomic backgrounds to attend
Georgetown and receive and education
that will make them successful citizens
after graduation.
At the same time, the coach prides him-

self on the sterling 97 percent graduation
“rate in his program. That number, however, is deceiving in that it includes only
athletes who play for the extent of their

graduate because every single member of
the basketball recruit class of 1993 has
transferred. These facts, coupled with the
last two painfully disappointing seasons
as well as the team’s current stance in the
polls, show that Thompson's method of
coaching has simply lost its effectiveness
and is clearly in need of change.

coverage. A decision based on jurisdiction (or procedure) does not, by
definition, address the merits of an

argument.
In fact the canon petition was artfully
drafted with the assistance of several
civil and canon lawyers. It was described by one prominent New York
churchman as being "airtight'*' on the
merits. Your editorial completely and
willfully misses the true significance

of Cardinal Hickey's decision. The
Cardinal not only acknowledged the
standing of the Catholic students, fac-

ulty and alumni to make such a peti-

tion, but recognized the juridic personality of Georgeotwn University

Redskins,

and all the

ry: they are bringing to D.C!
The Skins have a chance to complete a near-perfect season
day against the Buffalo Bills in Super
XXVI, and this town is in heaven.
When the local press says it will
“complete coverage” of the Super
that usually means that every time

SunBowl
have
Bowl,
Skins

Coach Joe Gibbs blows his nose, it
will be the lead story on the Fox Morning
News — and Skins fans are loving every
minute.

dom

qr

RE

A

end

Oe

CW

Cy

Although

it may

be

a tad

excessive,

Redskins coverage is a pleasant diversion
from the usually depressing issues like
homelessness, crime, the S & L crisis and
the collapse of the Soviet Union that obsess
the politicos around town. Heck, if the

Redskins are having pancakes for breakfast, we need to know about it. And it had
better be on Page 1.
It's America’s team (at least according to
‘a Washington Post poll last week). The
Washington Redskins are nice guys;
they're real gentlemen; they're cool under
pressure; and they're so darn good at what
they do (what is it exactly that they do
again?) that they deserve to win. They
should win, they will win, they have to win.

If the Redskins win the Big Game, Monday should be a national holiday, classes
should be called off and all people, even if
they have never heard of the Skins before,
should be required by law to celebrate. It's
not often during one’s time at Georgetown

that one can see M Street packed (now that
Halloween celebrations are no more) by
Washingtonians gleefully toast their
beloved football team. Face it, the hype is
contagious. We've got it, so should you. Go
Skins!

nus, Iamonly grateful that Georgetown

can discuss why slavery should make

Sean Keely and Manuel Miranda. For
those of us who have sacrificed much
and have dedicated our lives to this
university, and the Catholic values we
believed it stood for, these young people

tifiably gassed to death. The funding
of discussion groups as dedicated to

are our heroes. I am only disappointed
that our faculty, particularly our Jesuit

GU Choice. Like the right to abortion, the slaughter of Jews and the
owning of slaves also at one time had

colleagues, have left it to our busy
students and alumni to champion the
cause of Georgeotwn's values.
For all his good intentions, for all his

charm and for all his certain love of

funding of GU Choice at Georgetown

interpretation.
Prior to the American Civil War,
Georgetown's Jesuits, in addition to
owning slaves, sympathized with the
South. Leo O'Donovan might do

well to take a lesson from history.
RICHARD ALAN GORDON
CAS '50 LAW 61

Darin E. Dew's treatise on the politics
and our hu-

rate in

Time and Newsweek at a period when
Republicans and Democrats alike harp
and moan about the "welfare queens. "'
It is because of attitudes like this that
the abortion rate in this country, although on a slow decline, is as high as
it is.
Glossing over the battle of the last
two waves in the American Women's
Movement with the assertion that "feminists in the last few decades have de-

manded and won the respect they de-

Mail

be overlooked, ignored, and just plain
taken away. Perhaps Mr. Dew would

like to cite the probability that one in
six college women will experience
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that by

attending
years

now

a

old,

office has figured it out.
WRONG! Before left for Christ-

cated employees at the friendly
Hoya Station would have gotten
one of these in their years serving the campus community. Oh
boy, oh boy, was I wrong. Not
only did I not get a receipt for my
order, it seems that it has totally
been ignored. I am enrolled in a

"There is no more blatant way for any

pate

in

"dam ning

the

unwanted

sure, those hard working, dedi-

CD club and a history book club
and own several credit cards and
was expecting mail on a timely

manner. I did not get my mail

child'' and the women who failed to
take responsibility for her own actions?
Dew's strange premise of our status as "civilized'' and "higher be-

- untill gotback here, sof amnow

right to terminate a pregnancy.'' For-

ings'' not only contradicts his stance

give me for refusing to recognize the

and the reality of rape and unwanted
pregnancy but also shows an extreme
lack of understanding about power
and control, a topic with which he
seems more comfortable than the sup-

had to pay credit card penalties
because my payment was late.

than to have an abortion,''

he writes

while theorizing that women should
have ultimate control over their bodies,
but stating that this right to control
"does not, however, originate from the

connection between having an abortion
and exercising authority over another.
Dew seems content to separate the physical and political dimensions of what he

calls power, segregating women's fight
for suffrage and respect from their battle
for abortion

rights and control

over

~ their own destiny. He is correct in that
women's right to control their bodies

. does not "originate'' in the right to an
abortion; it lies instead in our status as

full and equal human beings.
Dew's assertion that, although it takes

both male and female to create a preg- nancy, because "nature has chosen the

posed morals of sex. Issuing value

judgments on "civilized'' vs. "immoral'' acts, he ends with the simple
ignorant assertion that "taking responsibility''

-- I presume here he

refers to women -- "before conception will prevent tragic consequences
after pregnancy.'' Wake up, Mr.
Dew. I doubt you will find many
women out there who will ‘tolerate
carrying the burden of birth control

alone nor do "morals'' and "civiliza-

vromen, is horrifyingly naive. Classitying us as "higher beings,'' he hurts
his argument not only by admitting that

women's

tion'' necessitate your ignorance of

desire to exercise their

voices.

getting some obscure CD that I
don't want, a history book on
Indian traditions or something,
which I don't want, and have

My credit limit on one of my
cards has been reduced from

$500 to $100 and the credit bureau notified.
I live a driving distance from
Georgetown

on campus. But upon calling the
housing office, I was told that
was being held at Hoya Station.
A call to Hoya Station reveals
that they did deliver the mail to
the dorms but that they were

locked securely and that "no- body can getin.'' Wanna tell me
why our TV

|

lot Hoya Station.
KEN HANADA

CAS °95

SES *95

Recruitment Meeting

Leavey Center
Writers, Photographers, Editors,
Graphic Artists, Business Staff ...
All Welcome
No experience necessary

in the lounge has

been stolen???? Thanks a whole

BRYONY GAGAN

7:00 p.m. Tuesday, January 28
~ Third Floor, Leavey Club Room

in Virginia and I

was prepared to pick up my mail
dorms were locked and the mail

female to bear the child'' the responsibility for birth control lies solely with

HOYA

I

the post

the rape survivor decide to press
charges, a good lawyer would argue
that her "responsible preparation’
signified consent. "Murdering the
child [of rape] to avoid these negative
emotions is not the answer,'' Dew
states. Just as he underestimates or
ignores altogether the man's respon-

Jason Altberger............... Business Manager
Office Manager

over

U.S: Postal Serviceand thought,

Chair of the Board of Directors

Matt GilSON ...vovuiseisiesrinsiinasnein Senior Graphic

a freshman

of responsibility by carrying condoms
in case of rape. Then again, should

women

to exert control and authority

As
school

rape-before graduation and suggest - “mas ‘I ‘mailed in a temporary
women should shoulder their burden
change of address order from the

sibility to avoid such pregnancies
and she "fails,'' how could Dew
claim that society does not partici-

serve,'' Dew seems especially concerned about control and domination.

Malaise

say no, a control that no legislation

can take away'' with rape. Obviously, a woman's right to say no can

Brian Wheeler, Managing Editor
Edito
Edito
Edito
Edito
Edito
Edito
Edito

SE

the sanction of law and constitutional

ing his support of a "women's right to

Contributing
Contributing
Contributing
Contributing
Contributing
Contributing
Contributing

I

question of abortion, are as offensive
and as legitimate as the funding of

Dew's Arguments Miss the Mark

for our actions'' but also by contradict-

Alon Bash ..........iiciivi
Jeremy Bash .................c
Jennifer Delaney ...........
Amy Lundy.....ccocvvnvnennnns
Justin Pearlman .............
John Buss .....................
Ed-Walters .............00:
0.

A

these subjects as GU Choice is to the

Rebecca Buckman, Editor in Chief
Christopher J. Brown ......... Senior News Editor
Andrew Kim.......cccceunnnnes Senior Sports Editor

et

unborn children, then perhaps we
might also wish to fund other discussion groups. We can discuss the advantage of slaughtering Jesuits in El
Salvador who dabble in politics. We
a comeback, or why Jews, Catholics,
gypsies and homosexuals may be jus-

Cardinal

as to Father O'Donovan's

If Father O'Donovan can justify a
discussion group promoting the right
to choose the murder of innocent

has nurtured young men and women as
courageous, tenacious and talented as

change of heart on the part of the

"we [not just women] are responsible

TaekHova

30 years, a former president of the
Faculty Senate and a Georgetown alum-

Georgetown, the hard fact is that Leo

logic that account for the sensationaliz-

In addition to" their football prowess (oh
yeah, the Skins play football) The Redskins
have the power to unite long-time adversaries in Washington. Democrats and
Republicans, liberals and conservatives,
even GU Choice and the Ignatian Society,
can join together for one cheerful refrain of
“Hail to the Redskins” as they hop aboard
the Bandwagon (copyright Anthony I.
Kornheiser,
U.S.
Copyright
Office
6861897511). Sunday will be a time for us
to put our differences aside and celebrate.
Since the city doesn’t have baseball and,
especially now, since Georgetown doesn’t
have much of a men’s basketball team, the
Redskins are the city’s last real passion.

our students.
As a member of the faculty for over

O'Donovan (and the Jesuit leadership
at Georgetown) is in open schism with
the Church. As your editorial correctly
indicated they have decided that the

man status as "higher beings'' in last
Friday's issue of the Hoya gave evidence to the sort of twisted attitude and

Please Ged.

into painful doubt for me our success in

two accomplishments should send shivers down the spine of Leo O'Donovan.

ing of the teenage pregnancy

ail to the

great tradition, has fallen to such depths
of willfulness. The Hoya editorial puts

as a subject under Church law. Those

Your editorial likewise suggests a

lic!" priest at Georgetown.

that The Hoya, an institution of such

I

instilling character and love of truth in

of abortion, motherhood,

on the Bandwagon

Jump

ther deny nor grant'' the petition was
based on the determination that the
Archdiocese lacked "jurisdictional
competence. '' If anything is "mired in
contradiction'' it is The HoyA's own

taught, said or done by every "Catho-

A

departure.
Yet this transfer trend, capped by
Harrison's recent exit, demonstrates more
than just a disturbing lack of academic
responsibility among members of the basketball team. It also serves as evidence
that basketball coach John Thompson is
simply not doing what he says he is doing
in terms of his recruiting and coaching
philosophy.
Thompson continues to decry proposed
NCAA regulations mandating minimum
grade point averages and SAT scores for
new recruits, saying the reforms are discriminatory. He claims those higher
academic standards hinder his ability to
allow promising athletes — and potentially

Consequently,
this
loophole
in
Thompson's
system
is
dragging
Georgetown'’s basketball program into the
throes of mediocrity. The Hoyas have once
again dropped out of the Associated Press
Top 25 poll, and one reason for the team’s
deteriorating play is obviously a lack of
leadership. With so many players moving
out, who is left to set an example for the
younger players? Thompson also has to
recruit many more inexperienced freshmen each year because so many of his
older players transfer. More importantly,
the transfers themselves are hurt by the
system because they are forced to start
over again at a new school with new pressures both on and off the court.
Last year, one men’s basketball player
graduated. Next year, zero players will

irresponsibly? I am greatly saddened

question the legitimacy of everything

A

for his

so

ee A

reasons”

if it behaves

pe

“academic

trust The Hoya

dained
him
bishop?
Father
O'Donovan's stubbornness puts into

-

cited

:

we

elected Leo O'Donovan Pope or or-

ee

him,

tion and life beyond.

even rule on-it.'' As a professor of
law, I challenge The Hoya to demonstrate the truth of this assertion. Where
does the Cardinal say these things?
As precisely stated in The Hova's
corresponding news article, the
Cardinal's decision that he could "nei-

Hickey, O'Connor, and Foley? Who

ee pre
i

promising recruits is sophomore guard
Charles Harrison, who, like others before

diction and bad logic that he could not

air

most recent of these once-thcught-to-be-

was "so flawed and so mired in contra-

a

getown men’s basketball players have
transferred out of the university. The

lic. It cites Cardinal Hickey as "saying'' that the petition submitted to him

lm

of Geor-

tr

number

i

large

deceitful, and offensively anti-Catho-

"does not contradict Georgetown's

Catholic nature. '' Who are these men
to make such a determination in flagrant conflict with the unequivocal
pronouncements of Archbishops

To

unusually

eligibility and then go on to graduate. It
does not account for the large number of
Georgetown players who transfer to other
schools. So, in reality, Thompson is not
realizing his goals of recruiting the deserv“ing and-spropelling them toward gradua-

decision to grant benefitsto GU Choice.
The Hoya deceitfully ignored the
Cardinal's own words: "My inability
to act on your petition. . . must not be
interpreted as a weakening of my clear
statement that the GU Choice decision
is “inconsistent with the aims of a
Catholic institution of higher learning. ' I continue to press for a reversal of
that unfortunate decision.'' How can

A

n the past three-and-a-half years, an

The HoyA's recent editorial "Dump

the Canon Lawsuit'' was sophomoric,

Hickey's Views

I

The Trouble With Transfers

Misrepresented

A
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VIEWPOINT
BATTLE FOR THE AIRWAVES
A Programming Debate at WGTB May
Signal a Turning Point for the Station
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Jennifer Almeida and Francine Friedman

Radio for the Georgetown Community
1992 marks the 10th anniversary of
WGTSB as a carrier current radio station. As we embark upon our second
decade, we recognize that the first left
much to be desired. Between technical
difficulties and WGTB's image problem, the need for immediate change

has become evident.
WGTB's signal has always been
notoriously difficult to receive. When
people hear the name WGTB, technical problems are the first things that
come to mind. Potential listeners believe that if they can't tune it in, they
have no reason to care about the radio
station. WGTB's system obviously
needs to be reformed so the entire
campus is able to receive it. We cannot, however, change our broadcast

system or increase our signal strength
has

been a campus organization existing
purely in and of itself. There has been
little support from those not directly
involved in the station. Staff members
have used the excuse that no one listens, so therefore there wasn't any
audience to care about. Radio shows

were completely unstructured, and
their only purpose was pleasing the
particular disc-jockey and, every once
in a while, his or her friends who
chose to tune in.

Consequently, WGTB has been out
of touch with the majority of
Georgetown students. Potential listeners feel alienated from the station.

It is essential

to remember

that

WGTB stands for "Georgetown Broadcasting ,''and that it was established as

the campus radio station. There exists
an inherent responsibility to the audience we're trying to reach. Instead of
tailoring programming to the staff, we
should strive to provide Georgetown
with shows that interest the greater

programming

can

co-exist

with

an

active and integrated campus station.
In addition to changing the focus of
our programming, we also hope to
increase organization and professionalism.

In the past,

the stigma

sur-

rounding WGTB has been one of impenetrable obscurity. The station, asa
campus organization, has failed to live
up to its responsibilities. Most of the
campus has been intimidated by past
attitudes held by the station. We intend to open WGTB up to the rest of
this university.

Broadening the role of WGTB can
only occur if we are willing to become

student body. To determine such in-

more involved with the community.

terests, we intend to conduct a cam-

This year, programs such as co-sponsoring speakers, broadcasting public
service announcements for campus
groups and inviting other organizations to participate in special programs will help fulfill our duties as

pus-wide survey within the next few
weeks. With those results, we hope to
have a greater understanding of what
the community wants, thus serving
them better.

Programming, the heart of the radio
station, must be reformed. In the past,
there has been no structure to the

broadcast day; this problem will be the
first to be solved. Listeners should be
able to know what type of music to

expect when they tune in. WGTB must
also define its sound through a consistent standard of programming.
That policy does not mean that the
individuality

or integrity

Amends must be made for past mistakes. In the upcoming year, we hope
to fundamentally change the image
that has plagued WGTB.
Through
programming changes and increased
involvement, we hope to become a
radio station

that

truly

represents

Georgetown. There's nowhere to go
but up.

of shows

will be compromised. We realize that
WGTB, as a college radio station, has
an obligation to support progressive
music. But we also realize progressive

Elem re
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John

Jennifer Almeida

(CAS

'94) and

Francine Friedman (CAS '95) are
General Manager and Business Manager of WGTB.

Huston

A Committment to Diversity
In 1982, a group of Georgetown
students ‘started a radio station on’
campus under the name WROX: Al-

re

new

rock music,

and

many

of these

ternative AM. This station was meant
to remedy two problems its founders

DJ's sought out WGTB programming
as an antidote to the Pub, Vittles and

felt existed at the university. The first

Henle fishbowl "soundtrack" of popular hits.
The question " why ought this kind

journalism and technical training in
broadcast engineering, and the second
was a vacuum in DC radio programming that excluded new and adventur-

.ous musical artists from the airwaves.
Although I believe the more important role of WROX (renamed WGTB

in 1984) is to serve as a source ‘for

offers plenty of activities that clearly
- don't appeal to everyone, such as the
GU Environmental Society and GU
Right to Life. The Georgetown community knew from the beginning that

about its role as an alternative music

WGTB

radio programming, and this intention
was even mentioned in the station's

TN

TN
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broadcast experience, current WGTB
leaders have expressed reservations

of programming continue if it only
serves a small minority of students?"
is not a valid one. First of all,
Georgetown's student programming

a

a

a, stations in high school, the
majority of WGTB's music consisted of

outlet. As former general manager of
WGTB, I feel I should offer some

insights into this still-changing aspect
of Georgetown's radio station.
First and foremost, the founders of

WGTB clearly intended the station to
focus on new music in its programming,

which

is now

called

"alterna-

tive" music for no apparently good
reason. The word "alternative" on the
letterhead never represented "punk
rock" or otherwise aggressive, antisocial music, but instead established
that the station offered an alternative

to the other music interests already
well-served by radio in the DC area,

planned to offer alternative

constitution.
Secondly,

although

surveys

may

show that "college rock" is not the
most popular music at Georgetown,
they also show that this kind of music

re

is more popular on college campuses
than anywhere else. What better place,
then, for an alternative radio station
than on a college campus?
Most importantly, no one has ever
been fired from WGTB for not playing enough alternative music. Rather,
DJ's who do not play enough new
music are only disciplined, usually in
the form of undesirable show times in
the future. Although this may sound

Musically, WGTB offered rock bands

who were still just playing in clubs,

harsh, this encourages DJ's to keep

and the station featured reggae, folk,
blues, and classical programs. Since

the pipeline of new records flowing.

rn

namely pop, dance and classic rock.

most of the DJ's who came to work for
WGTB belonged to a fervent minority

simply the best thing going would be
arrogant and stupid. It has its adherents and its detractors (including those

a

A Long, Slow Road to Peace
To an American observer, the Middle
East peace process may look like an

exercise in futility. Three rounds of
face-to-face talks, exhaustive negotia-

tions and intense diplomatic efforts
seem to have achieved little if anything, and four months after the parties first sat down in Madrid, Arabs
and Israelis appear no closer to peace.
But despite the frustration, both

sides remain committed to continuing
the process. In Israel, where I spent
my winter vacation, Arabs and Jews

are, at best, cautiously optimistic about
the prospects for peace. They know
that decades of hate and hurt cannot be
erased in one sitting, but most people
I spoke with agreed that the slow,
tedious negotiations were well worth
the effort and that some type of settlement was possible.

I made the. following observations

was the lack of a forum for broadcast

en pr

Jeremy Bash

Georgetown's radio station.

He

He

gp i,

|
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until we build campus support.
For the past few years, WGTB

The past management has also isolated
itself from other campus organizations through its unwillingness to cooperate with them. These past actions
have caused a rift between WGTB and
the rest of the Georgetown community.

who had listened to their hometown

To say that "alternative" music is

who note, most aptly, that most "alternative" bands are very white and
mostly male). However, WGTB's
service to Georgetown has always
included news programming, sports
broadcasts and a fine DJ service that
has always offered whatever kind of

music is requested. Surely to shift to
a more mainstream musical format
would simply cater to tastes already

met by mainstream

stations while

taking away from those for whom
new music is an important motivating factor to work at WGTB.
As someone who has spent the best

times of his college career at WGTB
(yes, some people do this!), I have
more than a casual interest in seeing
differences in opinion over programming ironed out or at least calmed.
Most of the new management's ideas
are sound, and Jen Almeida, the new

station manager, is in a great position
to grow into her job and maybe even
hold it for two years, which would

add an element of stability to the
ever-growing organization.

But the

specter of format change, however
slight, comes as a surprise to many
who have given years of service to a
station that stands out from other local
radio stations.
Working at WGTB may not seem
like a privilege if you desire tremen-

and conclusions about the prospects

for peace during my trip to Israel, and
they will hopefully shed light on some

of the murkier issues of the peace
process.
1. The view of the Arab-Israeli conflict that one gets by being in Israel is
so different, and so much more realistic, than that given by the American

press. Israel is not a war zone. On the
contrary, Israel is a beautiful country,
awonderful place to travel, completely
safe, and as culturally rich as any other
nation in the world. The normal business of life continues, even though the
rest of the world focuses almost solely
on clashes between the political extremes.

While

the conflict between

Arab

nations and Israel has been a protracted one, Arabs and Jews have lived

with each other in Israel for centuries
and continue to do so virtually without
tension. In Israel proper, Arabs attend

Israeli universities and enjoy more
civil and political rights than their
counterparts in the Arab world. Their
right to religious practice is fully guaranteed and, even though they make up

just 16 percent of the population, they

contribute greatly to the political and
cultural fabric of Israel.
2. Extremists, both Jewish and Arab,

means something to you, be prepared
to work your tail off to preserve it.

are the most damaging elements in the
peace process. Arab attacks on Jews,
whether they be with guns or stones,
whether they are perpetrated by 18year-olds or 80-year-olds, should be

John Huston (CAS '92) is a former
General Manager of WGTB.

prosecuted with the full force of the
law. Likewise, radical Jewish settlers
who expel Arabs from their homes

dous amounts

of power,

but it is if

you want to have fun while serving
Georgetown. If alternative radio still

should be punished, and the government of Israel should not foot the bill
for the activities of the radical right.
While I support the rights of Jews to
live anywhere in the world, especially
the Judea and Samaria (the West Bank),
I cannot condone the extremists who
insist on driving Palestinians from
Israel for ideological reasons. Israelis

must learn to live with Palestinians if
peace is ever to be a real possibility.
The Israeli government is weakened

by a parliamentary political system
that forces the prime minister to give
in to the demands of small, extremist
parties (some formed by: settlers) in

order to maintain a coalition. Many in
the Israeli parliament have pledged to
institute electoral reform to mitigate

the influence of the right-wing and
hopefully, by the new elections, the
government will be less obligated to

minimum it can realistically afford to
live with. Both sides must realize that

they cannot have a perfect settlemert

that contains everything they dream
for. Rather, both sides must compromise and determine what would be the
minimum with which they would be
content.

For instance, Israel does not need to
control all of the disputed territory.

While a total withdrawal

from the

West Bank would be impossible given:
Israel's precarious strategic position,

it could guard just the strategically
important points in the territories,
leaving municipal affairs to the Palestinians. Therefore, for the Israelis, the

minimum is equal to controlling the
West Bank while granting full autonomy for the Palestinians.
For the Palestinians, having a com-

support extremists and more inclined

pletely ‘independent state would be
nice, and that may someday be a real-

to support the peace process.

ity.

The Arab community must also take
steps to moderate its "official positions." The charter of the Palestine

Liberation Organization still calls for
the destruction of Israel and no Arab
country, save Egypt, has recognized

Israel's right to exist. This rejection,
which is a result of extremist pressures, is damaging to the peace process because it heightens Israeli fears
and makes the Arabs seem less willing
to compromise.
3. Given

the present geo-political

situation, a land-for-peace swap is the

wrong way to achieve peace. Israel,
roughly the size of New Jersey, needs
the West Bank and the Golan Heights

for its physical security. While the
Arab world is 500 times larger than
the Jewish state, Israel is the only
country being asked to make a territorial concession -- one that would give

the high ground to Syrian forces and
cut Israel to a mere eight-mile width.
Pragmatically, no peace process
should conclude with one side giving
up land and the other side giving up

But,

for now,

the Palestinians

must accept -- as Israel will have to - the minimum. For the Palestinians,
the minimum would be self-rule. The
status quo is not bearable, and the
Palestinians can no longer be ruled by
Israelis. Israel, for its part, has no
desire to rule over 1.5 million Palestinians, and the occupation serves nei-

ther groups’ interests. For these reasons, the only immediate solution is
exactly the one that is being discussed
at the peace conference: autonomy for
the Palestinians with Israeli control
over the strategically important positions in the West Bank.
0
The time for reconciliation is now:
I believe that Israel has suffered unjustly

from

Arab

aggression

-- but

Israelis are not the only ones who have
suffered.

Palestinians have suffered

too, and their claim to the land is every
bit as strong and meaningful to them as
Israel's claim is to Israelis.

Despite the procedural difficulties,
the peace process is headed in the right
direction with the face-to-face negotiations. Both sides must be able to

nothing. This is not to say that the

look beyond past injustices and in-

Palestinians should not be given territory to establish a homeland. If and
when Israel eventually concedes land
for the creation of a Palestinian state,
it will do so out of a recognition of the
Palestinians’ claim to the land, not
because the Palestinians will somehow be able to guarantee peace for
Israel.

stead toward future solutions. There
has been violence and hypocrisy on
both sides; that is the sad nature of
war. But peace is possible and, as long
as Israelis and Arabs remain commit-

In trying to work out a solution,
each side must calculate what is the

ted to dialogue and understanding, the
hope of a peaceful Middle East may
soon be a reality.
Jeremy Bash (CAS '93) is a contrib-

uting editor for THE Hoya.
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Rose... just kidding.

your favorite

Marriott meal?
Forget the food, I just like the

12-Inch salami and a nice set of buns.

Gianni

Rivera
SBA '93

Edna

friendly service.

Buford

SFS

Compiled by David Bosco
and Kevin Haggard

'92

Andrew

Frawley

'93
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SBA

Octoberfest served by Marriot
elves.

Roadkill.
Terry

Brown

CAS

'92

Cherita

Miles
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Rocky Mountain oysters.
Laura Seitz, CAS
Tom Gaynor, SFS
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A Deep 'Grand Canyon’
Kasdan's Picture Discusses the Nature of Human Life

that is where the similarities be-

to develop his themes of senseless

the Grand Canyon itself, the natural

tween the two movies end. The
problems and events that touch
Grand Canyon's protagonists are
far more disjointed and symbolic,
and even a little bit surreal.
Kasdan links characters like
yuppie immigration lawyer Mack
(Kevin Kline), his organized but
unfulfilled wife Claire (Mary

urban violence, racial conflict and

phenomenon

fate. After his experience in the
ghetto, Mack begins thinking about

nificant.

so old and awesome

Kline turns in an excellent perfor-

ephemeral nature of human life. His

mance as the upper-middle-class pro-

new:outlook causes him to break out
ofhisnormally conservative lifestyle

numbness, and Martin is convinc-

social

his profession
encounter with
don't make the
just reflect the

Madcap Reigns at M&B as a Britisher Encounters
The American South in Larry Shue's ‘Foreigner’

violent culture we live in," he tells

his friend Mack.
Although Claire and Dee, Mack's

Furlong

becomes the hero of an oppressed class
and manages to win back the heart of
his now older girlfriend.
Despite Furlong's supposed talents

blockbuster, as well as a good movie.

behind the wheel, the car chases are as

Inhislatest picture, Freejack, Robinson
resurrects this triad. But except for the
somber picture he paints of the future,

dull and predictable as the rest of the
movie. Furlong's rekindled romance

brief appearance is the most impressive one in the movie is a testament to
the poor acting in Freejack.
Freejack's only appealing aspect is

its bleak vision of the future. New
York becomes (more than already) a
decadent, dirty city where crime and
prostitution prevail. Most poor citydwellers have certain deformities from
living "half their life without an ozone
layer." The recession has lasted 10

he does so with a surprising lack of

is neither romantic nor surprising.
While the characters’ loyalties were

ingenuity.

unceitain in Total Recall, there is little

years;

doubt who the good guys and bad guys

Japan controls corporate America. It
is a frightening commentary on the

Alex Furlong (Emilio Estevez) is a
young car racer with a beautiful, loving girlfriend and a secure future in the
fast lane. However, 18 years in the
future, an aging 21st century tycoon
named
McCandless
(Anthony
Hopkins) needs a new body in order to

are here.

prolong his life. McCandless’

himself (the latter being preferable),
and Estevez hands in a bland,

monologue late in the movie, the act-

ing is also unimpressive and monoto-

nous. Jagger has a hard time deciding
whether he is acting or parodying
unemotional performance.
Hopkins displays some of the manipulative confidence that energized

the

rich

are

of America,

filthy

yet

rich;

one

call and Alien, succeeded. The special

effects in the last ten minutes are
amazing, yet they are absent in the rest

of the film. The picture's only asset- its snapshot of America in 2009 — is
all that shines through the bland acting
and boring plot.

Wenders (Wings of Desire) began

much publicity.

Nevertheless, Wenders'

patience has

paid off.
Set in the year 1999,

Until the End

of the World is a post-modern road
movie — a cross between Total Recall
and Easy Rider. In a series of misadventures, Claire Tourneur (Solveig
Dommartin) wanders through Europe,
Asia, America and Australia. On her
travels, she meets a series of odd
characters, including a biochemist

played by William Hurt, French bank
robbers and a bounty hunter.
The plot sounds like a farce, but

Wenders keeps it serious by placing
the story under the shadow of a malfunctioning nuclear satellite. The imminent threat of world destruction
gives the film a surreal atmosphere,
and allows audiences to look at the

world eight years into the future,
as it
sits at the brink ofa new millennium.

Elvis

Costello

U2

are

to be more popular than the film
The artists are diverse, but the
on the compilation are surprissimilar.

The soundtrack has the same surreal
atmosphere that surrounds the movie.
Even

earthy Lou

Reed

manages

an

ethereal sound on "What's Good." On
"Move

With

Cherry

infuses

Me,"

rap star Neneh

the song

with her

breathy voice and jazzy phrasing.
The Talking Heads recorded "Sax
and Violins" during sessions for their
last album, Naked, and it features the
same melodic shuffle as other songs
from that LP such as "Nothing But
Flowers." U2's title track is the most
straightforward rock n' roll song on

the album, with a propulsive guitar
riff from The Edge.

Unlike so many other soundtracks,
the music written for Until the End of
the World is not crassly commercial.

The music and the film clearly complement and inspire one another. They

I n the past, Wenders has been known

stand together as a single classy project

primarily as an art house director.

that is worth looking into on both a
musical and a cinematic front.

His previous films have won critical

Shakespeare with a flawless British

Dew, in the title role, turns in the

accent.

best performance. His demeanor and

The action in the story comes
from minister David Lee's (Jim

conservative costume, complete with
slicked-back hair, are perfect for the

McNicholas) plot to take over
Betty's house and turn it into the
headquarters for the Ku Klux Klan.
From this base, he intends to use the
inheritance of his fiance, the exdebutante Catherine Simms (Jennie
Braswell), who is also Ellard's

and accents.

:

impure elements: blacks, Jews,

vivid characterization and complex,

foreigners.

crazy plot.

talking in front of and taunting
Charlie, thinking that he cannot
understand English, while the

take Charlie hostage and forcefully
run Betty out of town as punishment

sister, to extend the power of the
Klan and rid the country of all

After Charlie makes fun of David

and his redneck pal Owen Musser
(Chris Mitchell), the two attempt to -

for housing Charlie. However,
Charlie and the ingenious Ellard

come up with a plan to spook the

The Foreigner runs tonight, Saturday and January 29 through
February 1 at 8 p.m. in Poulton
Hall. Tickets are $7, $5 for
students. For info, call 687-6783.

—
mS

part of the museum’s ongoing celebration of the classic TV series’ 25th anniversary.
The photographs of Brazilian-born
artist Sebastiao Salgado, focusing on
images of famine and poverty in Africa
and Latin America as well as the effect
of technology on manual labor, form
an exhibition at The Corcoran Gallery of Art (17th St. and New York
Ave.,

NW)

entitled An

Uncertain

Grace. The exhibition runs through
March 22.
The National Portrait Gallery (8th
and F Sts., NW) marks the 50th anniversary of the bombing of Pearl Harbor with an exhibition of 36 original
Time magazine cover portraits of
World War II personalities. The display features portraits of such infamous leaders as Joseph Stalin and
Emperor Hirohito and continues
through May 17.
In its continuing mission to seek out
new space fiction, The National Air
and Space Museum continues its installment of Star Trek films with a
first-come, first-served screening of
Star Trek II, The Wrath of Khan
tonight at 8 p.m. in the Langley
Theater. The screening is free and is

Darkened Waters: Profile of An Oil
Spill documents the effects of the 1990
Exxon Valdez spill now through April
19 at the National Museum of
Natural History (10th St. and Constitution Ave., NW). The traveling exhibition includes recordings of the
ship’s captain, Native American
leaders and cleanup workers reacting
to the spill. It also features commercial
artifacts and byproducts of the
catastrophe, and photographs of the
spill’s impact.
The Washington Center for
Photography (9 Hillyer Court, NW)
asks and answers the question
“What’s Wrong With the World” in
an exhibition of the same

name,

SAINT ANNE ALTARPIECE — Three panels in the
National Gallery of Art’s collection join smaller panels
from Edinburgh, Toledo, OH
and Chicago, marking the first
complete assembly in centuries of one of the largest altarpieces from the 16th
century. The altarpiece, the
work of Gerard David, is cur-

rently on display in the
gallery’s West Building, Gallery 41A.

for

which photographers were asked to
submit one original entry each. The
results will grace the gallery through
Feb. 1.

Playing at The Source Theatre
(1835 14th St., NW), The Talented
Tenth examines issues of race respon-

a

boring Charlie Baker as he attempts
to break out of his routine life and
gain a real personality. Wolf and del
Campo perform well in their roles,
which also involve heavy costuming

THE INSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND'S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS

featured on the soundtrack, which may
prove
itself.
songs
ingly

like "indubitably" and to read

lines fall flat because the cast and
director Jamie Simon have not
mastered their set-up and execution.

THE WEEKENDER
received

and

Ellard's, Charlie learns to use words

Roman Catholics and, incidentally,

audience knows that he can. Charlie
inadvertently overhears

Artists such as the Talking Heads,
R.E.M.,

Ellard's accent has two syllables. To
everyone's surprise, especially

performances are a little uneven,
however; while most of the jokes
come off well, a few of the best

humor begin. While many jokes
mock the South and its accents,
grammar and lifestyles, the most
effective humor results from the
irony the characters create by

This is where the real story and

Freejack fails in all the places where
Robinson's previous flicks, Total Re-

such as fork, which in

Using the tried and true formula
of finding humor in cultural
differences, The Foreigner charms
and entertains its audience with its

fore, can't be disturbed.

cannot

words

Mask and Bauble's production is

competent for the most part. The

| ee

of the World has already

movie he wasn't able to complete until
late last year. The film was shot in
eight countries and the final version
was trimmed from five hours to three.

and

praise but have never found a wide
audience. But thanks to its star-studded soundtrack album, Until the End

ackin 1977, German director Wim

work on Until the End of the World, a

Charlie doesn't want to be bothered
during his visit, Froggy invents the
story that Charlie is a foreigner who
doesn't speak English and, there-

stifle a muffled laugh at the scene.

Wenders' 'World' Rocks
By Jennifer Almeida
HOYA Staff Writer

he visits every year when on
assignment in the States. Because

than Georgia.

Charlie during his visit and the two
quickly become good friends. He
takes the time to "teach" Charlie
English, beginning with simple

NG TT

hit man

Victor Vazendak, played by Mick
Jagger, engineers Furlong's death in a
car crash to secure the driver's body
and propel him into the year 2009.

future

With the exception of a Hopkins

middle-aged, hospitable Betty
Meeks (Christina del Campo) whom

Ellard takes a great interest in

TTT

Along the way,

Charlie's imaginary homeland
somewhere far more conservative

A

Vazendak.

not shoes and has hair that looks
like it has never been combed.

TN

and-mouse chase between Furlong and

Hannibal Lecter in The Silence of the
Lambs. But the fact that Hopkins’

played by Brian Wolf. Ellard is a
"half-wit" who wears overalls but

him many opportunities to provoke
laughter, as does the clash between
the cultures of the rural South,
Charlie's native England and even

humor. His plot construction gives

WW

It was the revolutionary special effects, the mind-boggling plot exploring the nature of the imagination and
the entertaining look into the future
that made producer James G.
Robinson's Total Recall an instant

his interpretation of the carnivorous

- The Foreigner's funniest character, however, is Ellard Simms,

——

Staff Writer

Furlong escapes, however, before he
is totally transformed, and the next
hour-and-a-half becomes a tedious cat-

with plenty of verbal and visual

LN

normally consider civilized or
cosmopolitan. In Mask and Bauble's
latest production, Larry Shue's The
Foreigner, the South's two faces of
hatred and hospitality meet and
confront the outside world — with
humorous results.
The outside world arrives in
Tillman County, Georgia in the
form of Charlie Baker (Darin Dew),
a British science fiction magazine
editor, who is fleeing his boring life
in England as well as his unfaithful
and dying wife. His military friend
Froggy (David Clopper) takes him
away from his troubles and delivers
him to the boarding house of

and a minister's plot to swindle
Betty out of her house.

A

nothing in common with what we

Klan members.
:
Shue's play is witty and laced

or

HOYA

Jessen-Petersen

debutante's unplanned pregnancy

Journalists and writers often
portray the South as a backward,
xenophobic, racist region having

Freejack's Futuristic Failure
By Mikkel

the revelation of a young

By John McChesney
HOYA Staff Writer

AT

underdeveloped characters, the traumas and changes in the lives of
Mack and Simon make up for it.
Theirs and the rest of the stories in
Grand Canyon mesh together to
form a journey that is somewhat
depressing but, in the end, lifeaffirming.

Kevin Kline and Danny Glover star in Kasdan's Grand Canyon.

TN

Lm

chronically unhappy secretary, are

~~

refusing to give up
after his life-altering
crime. "My movies
world violent; they

i

.

lent culture he depicts in his films,
encapsulates Kasdan's message by

ATS,

Stranger in a Strange Land

Davis, himself a victim of the vio-

AT

Bauble's production of Larry Shue's comedyThe Foreigner.

rs

Britisher Charlie Baker (Darin Dew, right) terrorizes a Georgia redneck (Chris Mitchell) in Mask and

~~

others' lives; he later helps Simon's

rN

Kevin Haggard/The HOYA

ing as Davis, the movie producer
with no qualms about giving his
audiences large doses of almost unbelievable cinematic carnage. But

actively involved in

i

from

TNL,

awakening

Fn

and become

fessional

AI AT

that it makes any human feel insig-

of crime and the

the randomness

ET

ous and dangerous for everyone —
but certainly worth the risks.
Kasdan's grand metaphor is of course

blasting

loud rap music.
From then on, Kasdan continues

A

had pulled up in a BMW

ATT

(Jeremy Sisto) learning how to drive,
he conveys the idea that life is tenu-

TT

to save Mack and his car from five
tough, gun-toting black youths who

sibility and civil rights through the
lives of six Howard University
graduates. The play runs Wednesdays
through Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 3 p.m. through Feb. 8. Tickets
are $17 on Fridays and Saturdays, and

$15 the rest of the week. For more info,
call 462-1073.

Woolly Mammoth Theatre Company (1401 Church St.,, NW) con-

tinues its season tonight with African
Tourist, a political thriller set against
a backdrop of racial injustice in South
Africa. The production runs through
Feb. 16 on Wednesdays through Sun-

AT

the lives of several characters, but

basketball games and police helicopters. Through events as tragic
(and ironic) as Davis being shot,
and as trivial as Mack's son Roberto

A

Chill, Grand Canyon focuses upon

bad neighborhood on his way back
from a basketball game. Simon arrives with his tow truck just in time

ATID,

existence and demonstrating that everyone — black or white, rich or
poor, young or old — has something, albeit small, to be happy
about.
Like Kasdan's 1983 film The Big

instance, Mack meets Simon when
the lawyer's car breaks down in a

TR

probing the darker side of urban

Kasdan expertly ties together the
lives of Simon, Mack and several
others with such varied symbols as

days. Tickets range from $10 to

$19.50. For more info, call 393-3939.

—

Kasdan's latest film, Grand Canyon, however, succeeds at subtly

—

ably at their lofty goal. Lawrence

—

Most movies that attempt to explain the Meaning of Life fail miser-

hard working tow-truck driver
Simon (Danny Glover) through a
series of unrelated events in the
microcosm of Los Angeles.
At the beginning of the film, for

—

Staff Writer

B-

HOYA

sister move to a safer neighborhood
after her house is sprayed by machine gun fire, and then attempts to
fix Simon up with a woman he
himself barely knows.

McDonnell), shoot-'em-up movie
producer Davis (Steve Martin) and

By Rebecca Buckman
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‘begin filming, what started as a rela-

—

tively modest $13 million undertaking
spins out of control.
Like Conrad's protagonist, Coppola
his approach

A

toward his craft — and his life — as the

—

cameras roll. While rewriting his script
so often that his actors are left to
improvise the film's ending, Coppola
comes full circle from the heights of

war years show Evans' continued

one unassuming photographer went
underground, so to speak, and captured the face of the city through
the faces of its subway denizens.
With a lens protruding from between two buttons of his overcoat

age or activity. With no control
over focus, exposure or framing,
his involvement with the actual
shooting went no farther than simply deciding the moment of expo-

experimentation with his "candid
camera" as an associate editor of

sure.
The darkroom was where he exercised his artistic control, taking

Fortune magazine.

and a long shutter release cable up
his sleeve, Walker Evans took a

lizing the stark shadows of the
subway. In a few prints, Evans

ATTA
LN
OTN

AT

Tn

subway.

But from 1938 to 1941,

TN
tT

In other cases, he made numerous

prints from the same negative,
unsentimentally experimenting with

the unself-conscious

passengers

verted parts of a jumbled crowd.
unique

phi-

losophy of passive observation phointeresting than the actual portraits.
In this setting, Evans viewed the
camera as a recording device and

nothing more, He was deliberately

and white photographs, the exhibi-

tion is well worth a visit. And
whatever you do, don't take a cab.

realism. His Depression-era fetish
with the "common man" can be

tography makes the exhibition more

if you need to jump-start

your will to get excited about black

The other prints, generally older
than the subway portraits, further
illustrate Evans' unsentimental

were completely isolated and introIn a sense, Evans'

Even

enlarging and cropping faces.
Evans' subway photos make up
only about half of the exhibition.

ronment. At the end of a long day,
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[5] Now That We Found
[Walking In Memphis - Marc ( Cohn
~ D.& The Boyz
[1Crazy- Seal
[J O.P.P. - Naughiy B:
)
{"]Freedom "90- George Michael
1 Sammegtine - Jazz, Je
[1 Warm Your Heart- Aaron Neville
[]Other

--Brian Wheeler

Walker Evans: Subway Photographs and Other Recent A cquisitions is on display in the East
Building of the National Gallery

* seen in his prints of Southern sharecroppers and Pennsylvania coal
miners’ homes. ‘Many of these
... rather plainimages illustrate Evans'

“through March. 1.

College Democrats square off at 7
p.m. Tuesday to debate “The Reagan
Legacy” in the ICC auditorium. Both
sides are represented by students and
professors, including notoriously
conservative economics professor
George Viksnins for the Republicans
and Laurie Bassi, economics and

public policy professor,

— In the Leavey Center
Thursday, the Sophomore
Committee will sell tickets
“Sophomore Snowball” ($5

until
Class
for the
in ad-

vance, $6 at the door), which will be

held Jan. 31 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in
Copley Formal Lounge. All classes
are welcome.

for the

Democrats.

—

The

United Jewish Appeal,

a

fundraising organization for Jewish
social services in the United States,
Israel and other nations, hosts a

fundraiser Wednesday from 8 p.m.
to midnight at the Spy Club (15th and
H Streets, NW) for college students

and young professionals. For tickets
(37 in advance, $10 at the door), call
784-7606.

— Beginning Sunday, Alpha Phi
Omega continues its free van escort
service for off-campus students. The
van leaves from the bottom of

Association of International Stu-

Lauinger steps at 11 p.m., midnight

dents of Business and Economics

and 1 a.m. and takes students right to

their front doors (if they live within

(AIESEC) and learning how you can
get a traineeship abroad, look for a

a three mile radius of the university

sign-up table in the Leavey Center

and in Rosslyn).

next week.

— The Lecture Fund presents
“Time Bomb in Yugoslavia, Part II”
Tuesday in Reiss 103 at 7:30 p.m.

— Dance the night away! The Geor-

— The Progressive Student Union
holds its first meeting of the semester

getown

Wednesday in ICC 107 to discuss the

Miles

first anniversary of the Gulf War, the

security issues consultant, disputes
Croatian independence in the speech

— Come eat a free bagel lunch at the
Jewish Student Association House
(1314 36th Street, NW) Thursday
from noon to 2 p.m. The featured
speaker is Barbara Abromowitz, an
area historian, who will discuss
Don Quixote.

— If you are interested in joining the

DAY

Jani

TIME

29

5

ACTIVITY

pm

recent Salvadoran peace treaty and
the quincentennial of Columbus’
voyage to the Americas.

which

follows a speech made

last

semester by the Slovenian Prime
Minister.
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$599.00
Bermuda College Weeks
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April 6-18 © 7 nights,
air/land inclusive. Call
Carlson Tvl Network at
202-687-3698. Or call
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groups
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Wed

Lounge
posted

'95

Housing

After you hit the books, it’s time to hit the beach. Time
for a free boat party, a free mystery party, free
beach parties, plus swimming, sports, mopeds and more.
All less than two hours from the East Coast.
Bermuda. So incredible, they named a triangle after it.
Not to mention a style of shorts.

Office
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APPLICATION/SELECTION CALENDAR
ACADEMIC YEAR 1992-1993

a Serbian

Relations

a

HOUSING

Costich,

International

Club presents the World Ball Feb. 1
from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. at the
Austrian Embassy.
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— The College Republicans and the

ARENA

Re

Do It For You- - Bryan Adams

{J When A Man Loves A Woman
- Michael Bolton

Walker Evans advised us to stare.

"It is the way to educate your eye,
and more," he once said. If you
take the Metro, you may not be able
to put your
fares
on an expense account, as Evans did, but if
you engage in some serious subway
observation, you will see many of
the same faces he saw 50 years ago.

new combinations of passengers.

masks in that subterranean envi-

spiritual

Oo

MALE

Various later prints fromthe post-

combined two negatives to produce

Evans chose the subway for his
work because he felt there were no

and

POP VOCAL

trash.

advantage of his mistakes and uti-

series of portraits, of which more
than 30 are included in a current
exhibition at the National Gallery.

aA

ness and decay, whether his subject
is a shopfront, a breadline or even

from him, regardless
of color, class,

Officially, it is illegal to take
photographs on any New York City

A

only those sitting directly across

physical

£5] The Rhythan of the Sains - P.Simor

[] Other.

Gi

a
ATL

Staff Writer

talent for lending grace to shabbi-

in Coppola's

journey.

[1 Luck of the Draw- Bonnie Raitt

[Out of Time - REM.

uy
aw

A
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By Ty Sterkel
HOYA

indiscriminate, snapping photos of

success to the edge of insanity. The
real power of Hearts of Drakness lies

ol Unforgettable - Natalie Cole
I] Heart in Motion- Amy Grant

oa

=

and crew journey to the Philippines to

ALBUM OFTHE YEAR

D

A

ency/ wholesaler listed above. Prices based on round-trip purchase, midweek dir fares, for travel 11+17+91 through
on quad occupancy. Priceshigher for weekend travel and departures after 3-892. Prices vary by wholesaler and
may be subject to change and availability. Taxes not included

ie ESR

to bring his

to the big screen. As Coppola, the cast

Evans [lluminates the Underground

*

»

EET ARANA

a

pr
:

Godfather films, attempts

idea of merging Joseph Conrad's Heart
of Darkness with the Vietnam conflict

to confront

ES

re

.
=
-

as

Coppola, fresh from the success of his

is forced

1

why

opens

EH Sonata Talk About.
Fl
Hey;My Religion By E

:

/pe nt@

of Darkness

nh

Tet

Hearts

8 Unfor, io
by - ST

¢

e
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TTR

Now playing at the Key Theater, the
documentary Hearts of Darkness charts
the making of Francis Ford Coppola's
1979 film, Apocalypse Now, providing a remarkable behind-the-scenes
view of the filmmaking process in the
face of unexpected obstacles.

mermmmmemmmmmmessassmasesssesessesAEEEATESEn

TTT

NTT

TTT

Filming An
Apocalypse

[3
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SCIENCE
Check

Choose from over 200 undergraduate and graduate courses in
anthropology, the sciences (including premedical studies), classics,
economics, English, fine arts, foreign languages, Judaic studies, history,
journalism, math, music, philosophy, politics, psychology, religion,
sociology, and women's studies -- and study abroad programs in
Czechoslovakia, England, France, and Spain.

A
A

LSAT Course.

HB Affordable Housing: Enjoy the ease and convenience of living
Rates for NYU dormitories start as low as $100 per session.

Bl For more information about Arts & Science Summer Programs, call
(212) 998-8170, or send in the coupon.
N

[New York University
NYU
Arts & Science Summer Programs
6 Washington Square North
| New York, N.Y. 10003

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

2 Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

02

| Please send me a FREE 1992 Summer Sessions Bulletin.
! My area of interest is
O Undergraduate

We offer prep courses for the PSAT, SAT. ACT. LSAT,
GMAT. GRE and MCAT tests at over 150 locations worldwide.

|

Classes given in Georgetown
Call today for a schedule.

CITY

| TELEPHONE)

STATE
DAY

ah

| SCHOOL CURRENTLY ATTENDING

No.VA
(703) 352-TEST

1238 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. #203
at Prospect Street
(202) 625-1100

O Graduate

ZIP CODE

THE

to reserve a seat now.

EOUCATIONAL

GROUP

We'll Make Sure You Make It.
—

| NAME
| SOC. SEC. NO.
"| ADDRESS

As you can imagine, space is filling up fast. So give Ronkin a call

a

Le

Time is running out to prepare for the February LSAT. That is
why The Ronkin Educational Group developed the LSAT
condensed course. We believe that it’s never too late to prepare.

EVENING

—

Old Way

and studying in Greenwich Village at an amazingly affordable price.

—

Study Just Any

RN

—

Hm Session ll:

May 26 - July 3
July 6 - August 14

a

Session I:

—

HB

Out Our
nw

PROGRAMS

You Can

New York University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution. GT 1/24

a

-

Wash, D.C.
(202) 244-1456

TE

"SUMMER

mm

I

un

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

If
You Want To Go
To Just Any
Old Grad School,

Bethesda
(301)770-3444

TTR.

Friday, January 24, 1992

To place a classified

March 6-13, 1992.

ad 1n

ou

687-2214.
ROSExpress POSITIONS AVAILABLE.

Shop assistants (working with roses) for
Feb. 10th-14th.
Computer OrderTaking/Customer Service for Feb 3rd-

14th.

|»

You can get a lot more out of life when
ou set your sights a little
higher Which
is what applying
for the American Express®
Card is all about. When you get the
Card, it’s easierz to do the things you
want
:
to do. And with
the
student
savings
that
ps
come along with it, you can do even more.

Depending on where you fly, each
| year travel certifimmr
cate is good for

certificates. They can be9 used he to flyanywhere Continental Airlines flies in the
48 contiguous United States. Two for the
school year, and two for the summer*

thing it says you have a handle on what you
spend, so you don't have to carry over a balance. It also says youre smart enough not to

pay interest charges that can really add up.
trip—and each summer travel
So take a few minutes certificate is good for $149 or
$199 roundtrip.
b ased
Airfare
examples
now to call (have
on destination.
Savings Ings that
th upgraded
sewrschoot
|
your bank address
Cag
ur Shoo
vourlizestyi
Rusty uh
inh
and account number
.

*

Fly roundtrip on Continental
for less than $100 each way.
Student Cardmembers receive four travel

the Card will say a lot about you. For one

$129 or $189 round-

ew

JOrk-Los

Angeles

As a student Cardmember you
Boson
Qrtude
oy
sed)
and Soply
San Francisco-Denver
$129
for the American
get more than great travel sav:
Express Card
ings. You also save money on everything
With all that the Card offers you, not

from clothing to long distance phone calls.
All for a $55 annual fee.
Obviously, savings like these say a lot
about the value of the Card. And having

STUDENT wanted in

Medical Center Biochemistry Depart
ment. $6.50/hour, 8-10 hours/week. Call

linn
even thehe sky kv isis thethe limit.

$5/hour daytime, evening, and

10p.m. - 7 a.m. shifts available. Fastpaced, demanding, exciting Valentine's
adventure. Call 202-842-1000.

EARN $$$$$ Driving for ROSExpress on
Valentine's Day. We need extra drivers
on Friday, February 14th to deliver roses
throughout the DC area. The best drivers

will make $100-$200. Others will make
good money while having fun making
people happy. Must have car and insurance. Call 842-1000.
ADOPTION: We are a young, childless

couple seeking to adopt a newborn and
provide a secure home of love, laughter

[@North:South Center
Students who are interested in
Interamerican issues are particularly

WANTED:

Counselors for residential

summer program at UVA for gifted students. June 23 to August 8, 1992. Room
260 Ruffner Hall or call 804/924-3182.

FURNISHED APARTMENT

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Admissions, Room # 319
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
(305) 284-4173

UNIVERSITY OF

—

—
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Apply by February 1
for assistantships
and other financial aid.

Center Graduate Assistantships.

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS® CARD.

An American Express company

and Conflict
Q Comparative Development
U International Economics

Medical expenses paid. Call Judi & Phil
collect 202-537-1482.
couple seeks to adopt infant. We can pay
legal and medical expenses. Pleace call
Bob and Vicki collect: (202 483-4535.

®

Q International Security

encouraged to apply for North-South

ADOPTION: Loving, childless, secure

If you're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call.
*School year is considered Sept. I-June 14, summer June 15-Aug. 31. Complete terms and conditions of this travel offer will arrive with your certificates.
Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer. American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines’ performance.
© 1992 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

Studies
Q Middle East Studies
U International Relations
Q International Business
Management

and warmth. Can you help? Legal and

THE CARD.

Get going, call 1-800-96(AMEX.

Q Soviet and East European

a.

QO Interamerican Studies
(U.S.-Latin American
Relations)

a

Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.
TUTORING: Statistics, probability,
Economics, Math 202-466-1652. Leave
message/prompt response.

WORKSTUDY

For Take Off.

issues.

Area and Functional Fields:

a

Youve Just Been Cleared

(MA, Ph.D) in International

Affairs with an emphasis on
contemporary policy-relevant

A.

Margarita from

Graduate degree programs

—_—

Cancun,

FOR THE
REAL WORLD

a—

Bahamas,

$369!! Hotel, air, transfers, parties! Sun

EDUCATIO

ms

hours
a week. Requires focus, dedication
and reliability. For further consideration,
call Daniel Cook at (202) 828-8141.
YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO
LIVE! Do Spring Break in Jamaica,

336.

—_—

securities industry under Senior Vice
President. Posidion is unpaid, 12-15

ADOPTION: Professor and spouse unable to have child wish to adopt your
baby. We will pay your medical and legal
expenses. Let's help each other. Pleace
Li collect: Barbera & Philip (703) 255-

ID. A

highly motivated individual to learn the

we

A

INTERN
WANTED:
Prestigious
Washington brokerage firm is seeking a

800-822-0922.

A

and earn over $5,000 - we will train and
equip you to run a profitable business great resume value - 1991 average outlet
income was over $7,000. Must have car.
For information and application call Collegiate Sealers at 1-800-635-3391.

JAMAICA! Spring Break awesome
oceanfront beach:house w/pool, cook &
maid. 8days including meals & R/T transfers only $329.00 P/P. _ Call Bill Croal

-ITE

Book Shop.

—

or come to the Georgetown University

SUMMER JOBS/ENTREPRENEUR Operatre your own driveway sealing
business this summer in your home town

>

RENTAL—Macintosh rentals. Tired of
“waiting in line? Affordable Macintosh rentals available now! Call 1-800-447-1542

(800) 592-2121 ext. 115.

newborn. (Nurse mother & Professional
father) Can you help? Legal & medical
expenses paid. Call collect (202) 5371482.

i

60664,1517.

ganized and hard working. Call JoAnn at

ADOPTION: LOVE, LAUGHTER & FUN
describe our home together..-We area:
young childless couple longing to adopt -

Fis

dressed stamped envelope to: Fast
Income, P.O. Box 641517, Chicago, Ill,

AE

earn $500 - $1500 for a one-week oncampus marketing project. Must be or-

FAST EASY INCOME! Earn 100’s weekly stuffing envelopes. Send self-ad-

A

FUNDRAISER - We're looking for a top
student organization that would like to

Call Amy or Wendy 338-4114. Location
is on 31st St. & M St. NW.

A

and TV

Scripts. Fill. out simple “like/don’t like”
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 Hour Recording 801-379-2925
Copyright #DC10KEB

CMS

$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS

BODYWEAR needs frontdesk and retail
help. Hourly wage and free membership.

—

953-0700 ext 183.

Call (301)

am

CONTOURS EXERCISE STUDIO AND

hours a week. No selling.

a

NEED ADDITIONAL CASH? Work 3

80486 systems. (301) 740-2863.

A

Professor Vera Borkovec
AU (202) 885-2387 or (301) 622-4755

COMPUTER SALES. Take calls at
home. Excellent Full/Part time income.
(301) 740-2863.

IBM COMPATIBLES.

We will beat any price on 80386 and

Call Jeff at
687-3947.

Contact Tour Leader

CLASSIFIEDS
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED - '89 Mercedes . . .$200, '86 VW . . .$50, '87
Mercedes . ..$100, '65 Mustang . . .$50.
Choose from thousands starting $25.
"FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals
Details 801-379-2929 Copyright #
DC10KJC.

COMPUTERS,

THE HovA

(with tours to the country’s famous spas and castles)

HOYA

AVAIL-

ABLE
for immediate
sublet.
Single/double occupancy. 784-7312 ask
for Michelle.

a

$1195 from New Yo rk

—

us

SPRING BREAK VISIT TO
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA
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Hoyas Drop Pirates at McDonough
Seton Hall (9-6, 1-5 in conference

and intensity.
"We're working very hard,'’ said
Knapp. "We're making some mistakes but we keep battling back.
Leading the Hoya charge against
Seton Hall was the junior backcourt
tandem of Niki Reid and Kris Witfill,

who scored 14 points apiece for the
Hoyas. Senior center Karen Sheehan

added 10 points and pulled down a
game-high 12 rebounds. Forwards

leading scorer, center Kelley Moore, a
senior. Instead, the Pirates relied on

their budding freshmen frontcourt duc
of blue-chip recruits Amanda
Makarewicz and 6-foot-3 center Dawn
Johnson to take up the slack.
Not only did they pick up the slack,
they picked up key offensive rebounds
in the opening minutes of the game,

during the second half. Mourning's
defensive presence then became the
~ key to Georgetown's victory. With
Pitt finally about to take the lead,
Mourning blocked two consecutive
Panther shots, allowing Brown and
his Hoya teammates to recover the ball
and run valuable time off the clock.
Mourning was unstoppable on both
ends of the floor as he finished with 19
points, on six for eight shooting from
the floor and seven for nine shooting
from the charity stripe. He also col-

Harrison
KOZAK, from p. 10
A&M

(David Edwards). Harrison,

however, will keep his eligibility
while he attends junior college to
improve his GPA, and he could
return as soon as next season.

This obviously points to a certain
maturity on the part of the sophomore who played in every game his

first year at Georgetown, and who,
as one of Coach John Thompson's

"senior-sophomores," started every
game this season. For all his faults,
Harrison was still the secondleading scorer on the team, averaging just over 11 points per game.
That track record is nothing to write
home about, but on second look, it

isnot really all that bad considering

lected 15 rebounds and blocked seven
shots, all team highs, for the game.

Although in the midst of a horrendous shooting slump, Brown finished
with 17 points and six rebounds while
playing a grueling 39 out of a possible
40 minutes. The Hoyas' shooting woes
continued as the team was able to
connect on only 36 percent of their
shots from the floor and only 30.4
percent in the second half. Georgetown
also turned the ball over nine more
times than the Panthers, but a 46-30

Hoya rebounding advantage made up
for the team's miscues.

Bows

Out

Harrison decided that academics

were more import than his basketball statistics. In the final analysis, 1
ok we should all applaud him for

do indeed come in small packages.

:
in the
Hoyas
of the
36-30

advantage.

The win improved the Hoyas to 6-1

in the Big East,

second only to

really gives of herself quite a bit."
Since being recruited from her
Hampton, VA
hometown, Reid,
a junior, has been steadily improving

her performance on the court to the
point that Knapp has challenged her to

must also look at the loss of

was coming back in the Big East and
who the best point guards were," said

Niki Reid has stepped up both her offense and defense this year.

Knapp. "I think the honor is up for
grabs [and that Niki] can be the best
point guard in the Big East."

team were just some of the accomplishments Niki achieved before coming to Georgetown. She also received
All-Peninsula District honors and District Tournament MVP honors.

Harrison as the loss of a classmate,
one who had to make a tough choice
concerning scholarship money and
support, media attention, a team of
very close friends, a gym, a univer-

be the best point guard in the Big East

this season.
"Last spring we talked about who

HOYA File Photo

sity and a bit of pride.

Since last season, Reid has concen-

Harrison's sophomore teammates

floor," said Knapp. "She usually lets
go [of a lot of] emotion towards the

decided that he just
it at this time, and
a much harder
he has ever made
Charles did not

as a part of the regular school life at
Georgetown. To the average Hoya
fan, no matter how virulent or

decrease his stature by dropping out
of Georgetown;

cynical, the loss of Harrison will be
a big one. This was proved the day
after his abrupt departure by an
embarrassing 10-point loss at

his stature as an athlete who was
able to see that there were things in
life more important than fans who
just wanted to see him win on
television.

year. In the team's two Big East games

rather, he increased

Everyone on this campus should
be a better fan than that.

Anik Scannell/The HOYA

Reid's high school accolades indi-

cated the success she would have at
Georgetown. Five-Star Women's Bas-

ketball Camp MVP and a place on the
Virginia AAU International Touring

this week against Seton Hall and BC,
Reid has scored 14 (team high) and
ten points respectively, well above
her season average of 6.4 ppg.
In addition, Reid also established a

new personal scoring high with 21
points earlier this season against American University.
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Defensively, Reid has come to be
known as the team's "heart and soul,"
according to Knapp.
!
"She's a very feisty player on the

The extra practice seems to be pay-

well. Harrison
could not hack
surely that was
choice than any
before. To me,

SATURDAY,

LL

over ratio.

ing off. Reid currently leads the team
in three-pointers, shooting nine for 15
from three-point territory against Big
East competition and 19 for 42 for the

only on the court, but undeniably

THE

improved her one-on-one offensive
skills and increased her assists/turn-

and inescapably in classroom as

This whole situation has pointed
me toward a new definition of "fan"
as well. No longer will I watch the

THE

Knapp said that on top of improving
her shot, Reid has matured asa player,

trated on improving her three-point
shot to lighten the offensive burden on
leading scorer, junior Kris Witfill.

that.

DePaul.
But the "newly improved'' Hoya
fans, especially the class of 1994,

Take for example this week's Hoya
Athlete of the Week, 5-foot-3 women's
basketball point guard Niki Reid.
"For a small young woman, she's
all over the floor, " said Coach Patrick
Knapp. "[She] dives on loose balls,
takes the charge, and physically just

undefeated powerhouse Miami. The
win also marked the first time the team
has ever won more than five conference games in a single season.

had to play above themselves not

Hoyas from just a basketball
standpoint, separate and selfcontained; I will now view the team

HOYA Staff Writer

For the Georgetown women's bas-

Georgetown, however, battled back.

Witfill's layup with 2:36 to go
half tied the game up at 28. The
then scored the last eight points
half and left the court with a

By Jodi Padnick

ketball team, some of the best things

EAGLES, from p. 10

ing.

Niki Reid:
Doin’ It All
For Hoyas

rr,

Georgetown’ s style of play. Yet

ing,'' said Knapp. "They got 20 offensive rebounds and that's horrendous. ''
The key to the victory was
Georgetown's aggressive post play.
Just when the Pirates tried to make a
run, the Hoyas dumped the ball into
the paint and got key baskets from
their frontcourt. Knapp had anticipated exploiting Seton Hall's defensive weakness and found his opportunity in the second half.

BC Falls

Men Beat Pitt
PITT, from p. 10

box out effectively in the early-going.
"I'm not happy with our rebound-

%

play) was an underdog entering the
contest. The visitors from New Jersey
were without the services of their

a Spe oa es

pressive record to a change in attitude

Ral

and eight rebounds, respectively.

Week

‘ernie

in with eight points each, as well as six

ketball team is off to its best start in
years. Knapp credits this season's im-

helping the Pirates to a 7-3 lead. Seton
Hall got second and third chances at
baskets as the Hoyas were unable to

ga

Peggi Jewell and Leni Wilson chipped

PIRATES, from p. 10

HOYA Athlete of the

AUSTRIAN

EMBASSY

TWENTY

DOLLARS

PER

DRESS
TICKET

other team which. . . oftentimes is
what we need. It's a good attitude to
have on the floor."
:
Reid's quick defensive skills were
evident this week as well, when her
five steals helped the Hoyas defeat
Seton Hall, 69-58.
:
The Hoyas will continue to look for
Reid to lead them through the rest

of this season in the Big East with|
her shooting and leadership.
i
i
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Men's Basketball

Hoyas Win at Home &
Away to Stay Atop B.E.

Mourning

In Win Over Pitt
Hoyas End Two-Game Skid, 63-59
hook shot and a strong dunk.

HOYA Staff Writer

The next time down the floor, freshman guard Irvin Church, who has

The Hoyas are not tall, they are not
overpowering, and their shooting from
the outside resembles that of a high
school team. Yet thanks to tenacious
team defense and a 6-foot-10 senior

ton College Eagles by a score of 79-

filled

the

off-guard

position

in

Harrison's absence, took a pass from
sophomore guard Joey Brown and

6S in Boston. The victory marked
the Hoyas' fourth in a row, and the
team has won eight of its last nine
games.
The Hoyas were led by junior

have managed to remain competitive
in the powerful Big East conference.

improved on the Hoyas' anemic 27
percent three-point shooting by drilling a rare trey. The young Hoyas then
seemed to find the shooting range that

without getting off a shot against Big .

guard Kris Witfill, who hit nine of

This was never more obvious than in

has eluded them all season by burying

East opponent Seton Hall.

13 from the floor and scored a season-high 25 points. The total passed
her previous high of 22 against
Mount St. Mary's in late November

over the Pittsburgh Panthers, 63-59,
before 16,489 at the Civic Arena

let the 30-second

shot

clock

expire

Last year's team probably would
have

sauntered

back

to the bench,

heads bowed with the weight of impending defeat. Yet this year's veteran
squad, although trailing
7-5, instead listened intently to the coach's

words and refused to give up.
Full of enthusiasm, the team responded with a hard-fought 69-58 victory over the Pirates at McDonough

Gymnasium.
Conference wins used to be a rarity
for the Hoyas, as evidenced by their 511 Big East record last year. But with
their current 11-3 overall and 5-1
conference records, the women's bas-

Georgetown's

hard-fought

victory

four long-range bombs
half.

Both freshman guard Lonnie Harrell

Wednesday night.
The matchup was also the Hoyas’

average to
Junior forcontributed
a team-high

and sophomore guard Lamont Morgan connected on their first threepointers of the conference season in
the first half. Morgan's shot gave the

second game playing without second-

leading scorer Charles Harrison, who
left Georgetown last week because of
academic problems. Unlike their lack-

The team used a 12-2 run late in

in the first

Hoyas a 31-21 lead with five minutes
left in the half, but the Panthers then

went on an 11-4 run which cut the
Hoyas' lead to 35-32 at halftime.
pensated for Harrison's absence by
The second half was much closer
getting off to a quick start and never than the first as Pitt closed the lead to
trailing against Pitt. The win improved one point almost immediately. The
Georgetown's record to 10-4 (3-2 in Panthers refused to make the going
luster performance in Saturday's loss

the first half to take control of the

to DePaul, however,

game. The Eagles had built an early
lead that put them ahead 22-17 with
less than seven minutes left in the half.
Coach Pat Knapp then called a timeout,
and the Hoyas returned to the floor
with strong defense and timely scorSee EAGLES, p. 9

:

.

:

ie

Mike Conathan/The HOYA

Senior forward Peggi Jewell netted eight points in a win over. the Hall.

the Hoyas com-

the Big East).
Mourning set the tempo for the
Hoyas in the early going by scoring

easy for the Hoyas as they repeatedly
closed the lead to within a bucket
See PITT, p. 9

a

See PIRATES, p. 9

and raised her season
16.4 points per game.
ward Leni Wilson also
17 points and grabbed
nine rebounds.

center named Alonzo Mourning, they

LT

The women's basketball team
notched its 12th win of the season
Wednesday right, beating the Bos-

—

After the clock stopped with 13:02
left in the first half of Saturday's
women's basketball game, Hoya Coach
Pat Knapp launched into one of his
famous rabble-rousing speeches during a timeout.
"RUN off the court!" barked Knapp
to his despondent team, who had just

the game's first four points on a short

By Nathan Harrison

—

HOYA Staff Writer

—

By Jeff Ralston
HOYA Staff Writer

By Mike Dugan

SL

Eagles Drop, 79-69

| _

Defeat SHU, 69-58

Shines
NS

Women's Basketball

A

Indoor Track

left the Hilltop to attend a junior col-

said

Harrison, who went to Archbishop

Gagliano said he was also impressed by the
performances turned in by jumpers Nashville
Peart, a freshman,

and senior Lee Watts. Peart

to strengthen himself academically.
The student's academic progress out-

weighs athletic concerns. ''
According to the sports information
department, Harrison has not decided

3000-meter runs. Holman won both events with
times of 4:05.9 and 8:15.24, respectively, while

which junior college to attend.
Harrison's departure had an immediate effect on the Hoyas' level of
performance, as they lost to DePaul

Carroll High School in Washington,
DC, was a starting guard for

ships with their times in both the mile and the
Manley placed second in both with times of
4:07.1 and 8:17.17.
Other IC4A qualifiers included senior Dan

Dotter ran times of 10:31.5 and 10:42.7, respectively. Both runners qualified for the ECAC's.
Senior Mary German won the mile with an
ECAC-qualifying time of 4:55.7, and classmate
Kari Bertrand placed first in the 1000-yard run
with a time of 2:40.8.

10 shooting.
Courtesy Sports Information

Charles Harrison.
personal

reasons,

while

Tate’ and

Harrison's departure marks the sev-

Edwards left because they were apparently dissatisfied with their lack of
playing time and Georgetown's style

enth time a player has left the men's
basketball program in three years.

of play. In 1991, forward Mike Sabol
and guard Antoine Stoudamire both

Thompson said Harrison's absence
made an impact. "Sure we missed
Charles, but that goes with the game,

just like we miss a guy that fouls out. "
Senior center Alonzo Mourning
added,

"Yes, we do miss Charles.

We miss anybody who leaves the team.
We have to deal with it and go on. It's
not the end of our season."

Stanley also placed second in the 660-yard run at
1:29.6,

0.3

seconds

behind

fellow

A Mature Decision, Not An Easy One
I figured I had better sit down and consider this
Harrison thing before Charles turns into just another
memory -- leaving Georgetown perhaps forever to join
the continually building ranks of Georgetown "ejections."'

The story has been all over campus, the Big East and
the country in the last week. Former starting shooting

. guard Charles Harrison has left the Hilltop for academic

grabbed a newspaper and read the article on Harrison,
which stated that he left because he felt he had academic
concerns to sort out.
I noticed that he did not fail any classes. If he had, he
would have been suspended from one game like point
guard Joey Brown had been earlier in the season. I
stopped and thought that Charles must have been
" asked" (i.e. forced) to leave. Then I stopped again

By Pete Kiernan and Molly Peterson
HOYA Staff Writers

Every time the men's swimming teams from
Georgetown and Washington and Lee compete,

victory hinges on the last race. This year was no
Georgetown the win last year.
As it has all season long, the 200-meter
freestyle proved to be a strong race for the team,
as sophomore Lou Leonard and senior Joe
Sanchez finished first and second. The Hoyas
also took first place in the 200-meter back-

stroke, thanks to sophomore Rob Phillips’ strong
swim, and the 400-freestyle relay with the team
of Sanchez, senior William Ledger, and sophomores Tom Goundrey and Brian Ross.
Georgetown came up just short in several
other races against a small but talented Generals

and remembered that other famous defectors, such as

ingly, I was not really all that upset. After all, the
Hoyas have not exactly been crushing the competition
with their outside shooting and Harrison, our "designated shooter,'' was not exactly filling that role. I

academic non-star Mike Sabol, had been asked to leave

squad thatincluded All-American Doug Brown,

altogether. These ex-Hoyas supposedly left for greener
pastures like American University (Sabol) and Texas

who won both of the long-distance events.
In a reversal of roles, the women's swimming

p. 9

es
Ye
a

Mixed Success For Swimmers

reasons. I heard the news from a friend and, surpris-

See KOZAK,

ea

freshman

Batanya Poole. Both Stanley and Poole, as well
as juniors Sharon Reed and Aaronda Watson,
ran on the mile relay team, which won its event
with a time of 3:55.4.

Swimmin

exception as the Hoyas lost Saturday 119-97 -almost exactly the same margin that gave

SCOTT KOZAK

Sa

In addition, freshman Erica Stanley ran an
ECAC-qualifying time of 7.32 seconds in the
55-meter dash, good enough for second place.

Saturday, 72-62. Freshman Irvin
Church, starting in place of Harrison,

managed only three points on one-for-

Sn

performances qualified McDermott for the ECAC
championships in March.
Hoyas also ran one-two in the two-mile run as
junior Christi Constantin and sophomore Meghan

NW CV

of 48 feet, six and three-quarter in.

won the long jump with a jump of 24 ft., threequarter in., while Watts leaped to second place
with a jump of 23 ft., 10 and one-quarter in.
Graduate students Steve Holman and Mark
Manley also qualified for the IC4A champion-

him to take time away from basketball

Thompson in his statement. "This is
the time of year we make these decisions. . . I hope that this change will
work for Charlie."

. leading scorer.

Georgetown, it is uncertain whether
he will return.
at a later date as to whether he will
return to “Georgetown University,"
Thompson's statement said. "Although
Charles is still eligible, it is correct for

lege to improve his academic skills.
"Charlie has decided that attending
a junior college would permit him to
step away from basketball and enable

Georgetown both last year and this
year. The six-foot-two guard averaged
11.7 points per game his freshmen
year and was a member of the Big East
All-Rookie team along with teammate
Robert Churchwell. In 12 games this
season, Harrison averaged 11.3 points
per’ game; he was the team's second-

distance long enough to qualify him for the
IC4A championshipsin early March. McMahon
also finished second in the shot put with a throw

"Charles and I will make a decision

Harrison

him to strengthen his GPA,"

Although Harrison will retain his
eligibility
while
away
from

jump reached the 38 ft., nine in. mark. Both

NY

John Thompson,

throw with a toss of 62 ft., one-quarter in. -- a

team sped by Catholic University Tuesday night,
108.5 to 95.5. The men narrowly lost again,

105-100. The women, who had a long string of
losses

earlier

in

the

season,

improved

their

record to 3-6, while the men's record evened out
at 5-5.
Junior Vanessa McDonald, who had missed

several matches due to injury, tied for first in the
50-meter freestyle in 26.52. In addition, freshman Margaret Sansome showed promise in several races, contributing to the team's second-

place finish in the medley relay and touching the
wall second in the 200-meter butterfly with a
time of 2:24.77.
Sansome, team captain Juliette DeSousa, sopho-

more Sarah Smith and junior Kari Kovach won
the freestyle medley -- the final and deciding
race -- in exactly four minutes.

While several of the close races were captured
by the Cardinals, there were some positive
moments for the Georgetown men's team. In the
200-meter butterfly, senior Joe Sanchez lost to
his Catholic opponent by only .11 seconds,
finishingat2:11.27. Sophomore
Tom Goundrey,
who took second in the 200 meter medley, came

in at a season best of 2:05.45.

Pe

by Coach

factors.

McDermott set school records in both the long
jump and triple jump. Her winning long jump
was 19 ft., five in., while her second-place triple

—

Harrison, the Hoyas' starting guard,
dropped out of school Jan. 17, citing
academic reasons.
According to a statement released

forward Milton Bell all left the program. Bell departed for academic and

Stoudamire due to health and personal

his team still turned in some standout individual
performances.
]
The highlight of the day came when junior Jen

_—

In what has becomean all-too famil-

iar event for Georgetown basketball
fans in recent years, sophomore Charles

The charges

to Penn St. Saturday. Because there was no team
scoring, Helmer felt the outing was "not a very
highly competitive meet." Nevertheless, he said

—_—

possession of cocaine.

were later dropped. In 1990, guards
Michael Tate, David Edwards and

Coach Helmer said he was

|—

HOYA Staff Writer

As for the women,

optimistic about a team that he felt "got in a lot
of good work and experience" when it traveled

—

By Andrew Kim

left to attend different schools -- Sabol
because of academic reasons and

and

-

Forward John Turner left Georgetown
in 1989, after being arrested for felony

team. We lost a couple of tough races at the wire,
so eleven points could have easily swung the
other way."
;
Sophomore Kevin McMahon, whom Gagliano
described as "fantastic," won the 35 Ib. weight

run,

x

Harrison Latest To Leave GU

Gagliano. "Navy is a very deep, very good track

1000-meter

>

David Edwards.

the

=

Antoine Stoudamire.

won

—

[4
k

Michael Tate.

John Turner.

. Georgetown's indoor track teams are still
easing into their young seasons, but after the
teams’ performances last weekend, both men's
coach Frank Gagliano and women's coach Ron
Helmer said they were excited about their runners' chances for the rest of the season.
The men's tearn split a dual meet Saturday in
Annapolis, beating William and Mary 70-30,
but losing to Navy the same day, 81-70.
"I thought it was a great meet for us," said

who

sophomore Jesse Saglio, who finished second in
the 35 Ib. weight throw. Other qualifiers included sophomore Larry McGee in the triple
jump and graduate student Dan Ireland in the
3000-meter run.

WN

HOYA Staff Writer

Dachelet,

I

By Dan Graziano

IC4A’s

Pr

Individual Performances Good for ECAC's,

fk

Hoya Qualifiers Abound

o_o

Some Players Who Have Left GU

—

EJECTION ROW . . .

